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Introduction

This management Module is one of four produced by the State Title I
Management Practices Study to provide information on various options that

states may use to manage their Chapter 1,programs. The four modules are

on the following topics:.

Application Approval,

Monitoring,

Parent Involvement and

Enforcement.

Each management module contains examples of materials produced by Title I
coordinators, their staff, or their districts as part of their administra-

tion of the Title I program.

Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act replaces

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.. Under Chapter 1,

more management decisions are left to states. However, some states will
have fewer state administrative funds under Chapter 1 than they did under

Title I. These states may have to cut back on their Members of staff,
which may mean that.staff with specialized expertise--in-monitoring or par-
ent involvement, for example--will be let go in favor of more "generalist"

typesof staff. Becelse of this potential loss. of Title I experience,
four management modulas were developed to present a picture of some of the
more creative practicesand approaches used in past administration of

Title I programs. While some of these requirements are not present in
Chapter 1 or not included to the same extent as they had under the 1978
Title I statute (Public Law'95-561), the results of the State ManageMent

Practices Study indicate that most of the Title I coordinators reported
plans to continue activities in.these areas under Chapter 1 (Bessey,

Brandt, Thompson, Harriton,. Putman, & Appleby, 1982). It is hoped that
the practices and examples included in these management modules can be

adopted or adapted by interested states at minimal cost, or that states
wishing to develop new practices may find some successful past examples

presented herein after which these new practices can be modeled.

Content of the Management Modules

Each module is organized into three sections:

a brief history of the management responsibility from Title I
to Chapter 1,

states' preliminary plans for operating under Chapter 1 as
collected by the State Management Practices Study through in-
depth telephone interviews with 49 Title I coordinators and
through follow-up interviews conducted onsite to.a nationally
representative sample of 20 states, and
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examples of successful materials and practices used by
states under Title I.

Selection of the Exam les for Inclusion in the Mane ement Modules

As part of the State Management Practices Study, all state agencies
receiving Title.I funds were asked to send AIR materials, documents, hand
books, forms, applications, instructions, rules, checklists, and so on that
they used in their adminietration of Title I programs. These materials
were supplemented with othJr materials collected by the U.S. Department of
Education, such as the Monitoring and Enforcement Plans, and specific
materials solicited by the study staff that surfaced during the telephone
interviews or the onsite visits.

All of the materials and examples included in these modules are note
worthy--they were selected from thousands of documents collected fv)m
states. In some cases, the choices were difficult, since several states
had similar materials that were all considered to be exemplary. The final
materials were selected on the basis of:

their interesting or unusual content,

their interesting or unusual format,

ease of reproduction, and

a desire to present a variety of techniques and materials.

It is important to emphasize, however, that some very succesikul practices
or materials from states may have been overlooked--either because they were
not submitted to AIR as part of the study's initial requests for materials
or because an attempt was made to select materials from the largest number
of states possiole to ensure greater variety.

Use of the Management Modules

It is intended that the materials and examples included in each
module will stimulate state Chapter 1 staffs to generate new and creative
ideas for successful management of their Chapter 1 programs. Some of the
examples are presented in their entirety for ease in xeroxing if desired.
Other examples are merely illuetrative of a particular point or practice.
In any case, states are encouraged to contact the Chapter 1 offices in
state agencies that developed the materials to request more information.
A list of the addresses for each of the states for which examples are
included in the module.' is presented as Appendix A for informational
purposes.

9



I. Monitoring: From ESEA Title I to ECIA Chapter 1

What is monitoring? Monitoring is the process of determining the
extent to which Title I programs are in compliance with federal and state
legal requirements. It is also a vehicle by which states can render
technical assistance to their applicant agencies, identify exemplary
programs, and determine the quality of services provided to the program's
beneficiaries. Gaffney, Thomas, and Silverstein (1977) identify three
essential components of states' monitoring efforts. Specifically, states
were to make determinations of:

The legality of the programs and projects--Are programs
and projects in compliance with the LEA yrogram require-
ments?

The fidelity of the Title I program with the project
application--Is the LEA's program being implemented
according to the design indicated in the application?

The quality of the services provided to participating
children--Do the services being provided appear to be
meeting the needs of the children in the program?

Broadly interpreted, monitoring includes a number of activities in
addition to formal onsite monitoring visits. For example, reviews of an
LEA's application to determine whether Title I projects are designed,in
line with the designated program requirements is a form of monitoring, In

fact, reviews of any reports submitted by an LEA or communications with
LEAs can be considered monitoring, because the SEA is both assisting the
LEA and at the same time discovering problem areas--monitoring. Districts
on the other hand, tend to view the formal visits as the only monitoring
activities conducted by states.

Regardless of whether monitoring is narrowly or-broadly defined, it is
one of the major and time-consuming responsibilities of states. It is not
limited to formal visits once a year. It is a constant and ongoing
process of overseeing all activities described in the LEA application.
When these activities change or expand, the level of effort SEAs spend on
monitorfhg also changes or expands accordingly.

In July 1981, Congress passed the Education Consolidation and Improve-
ment Act (ECIA). Chapter 1 of ECIA replaces Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), originally passed in 1965 and revised in
1971, 1974, and 1978. Chapter I containá the same funding provisions and
the same general purposes as Title I, but many of the specific require-
ments have changed. These changes are certainly apparent in the area of
monitoring. To understand these changes, it is necessary to understand
the evolution of monitoring provisions under Title I.

Prior to the 1978 Amendments to ESEA; Title I legislation did not
specifically describe a monitoring role for states, although requirements
for state monitoring practices were found in various- parts-ol the-Title I

3
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legal ramework--in the GEPA statute and regulations and a handbook and

Program\upport Package prepared and disseminated by the U.S. Office of

Education.(now ED). For the first time, the 1978 legislation required

SEAs to adopt minimum standards for monitoring as described in Section 167;

"moNrroarrni

"Ssc. 167. Eacii\State educational agency shall adopt standards,
consistent with mink um standards established by the Commissioner
and with the State mo itoring and enforcement plan submitted under
section 171, for monito g the effectivenes.s of programs arid projects
usisted under this title. ch standards shall (1) describe the purpose
and scope of monitoring; ) specify the.frequency of onsitevisIts;
(3) describe the procedures r issuing and responding to monitoring
reports, including but not linn ed to, the period of time in which the
State educational agency must ue its report, the period al time in
which the applicant agency mus respond, and the appropriate fol-
lowup by the State educational ag cy; (4) specify the methods for
making monitoring reporits availabl to parents, State and local audi-
tors, and other persons, and (5) speci the methods for insuring that
non-compliant practices are corrected.

The 1978 Amendments also included a provision requiring each SEA. to

submit to the U.S. Commissioner,of Education a Monitoring and enforcement

plan (MEP) once every three years. This plan yak to describe a program of

regular visits by SEAs to local projects and prockdures for verifying

information, conducting audits, resolving complains, and monitoring the

compliance,of LEAs in providing equitable services\to childm enrolled in

private schools. Along with the submission of the Mpr,, e.aZ41' were also

required to report on their monitoring and enforcement :ttivitAs over the

previous reporting period.



The 1978 Amendments described these requirements in Section 171:

"Subpart 3Responsibilities of State Educational Agencies to
Commissioner

"STATE MONITOMNG AND ENFORCEMMIT PLANS

"Sze% 171. (a) STATE PLN.Each State educational agency par-
ticipating in pk-ograms under this title shall submit;.at such times (at
least Anice every three years) and in such detail u the Commissioner
shall prescribe, State monitoring and enforceemnt plan. Such plan
shall set forth

" (1) a program of regular vista by State educational agency
personnel to projects assisted under this title

" (2) the matters to be reviewed duringmid: visit
"(3) procedures for verifying information provided by loeal

educational agencies and State agencies, induding the use of other
information available to the State to cross-eheck dist information ;

" (4) procedures for regular rudits of local educational agency
and State agency expenditures under this title

'
and procedures

foz the 'recovery of any expenditure determined not to be elle--
able under this title;

"(6) procedures for resolving each complaint received by the
State relating to programs assisted under this title, including
complaints refered to the State by the Commissioner and com-
plamts by representatives of children enrolled in private schools
that those children are not receiving the services to which they
are entitled under this title; and

"(6) description of the means by which the State educational
apnci has determined, snd will continue to determine, the dam-
pliance by local educational agencies with the requirements of Esc-
tion 130 relating to the equitable provision of services to children

. enrolled in private school&
"(b) Rzrorr.Each plan submitted by a State educational agency

under this section shall include report, in such form as the Commis-
sioner shall prescribe, of the activities undertaken by the State in the
years since the previous plan was filed to carry out its monitoring and
enforcement efforts under this title.

In 1978"'ihe state administrative setaside was'increased from 1 percent

to 1-5Percent. The additional .5 percent was to be used for the develop

ment of the MEPs and the independent audit required by the 1978 regula

tions.

Although Title I was first authorized in 1965 and noth!ng specifically

on monitoring appeared in Title I legislation until 1978, the importance

of the monitoring function was recognized by Congress for more than a

decade. However, as noted by the NIE study of the state legal framework,

the legal framework was unclear concerning the proper and efficient

monitoring of Title I programs (Gaffney, Thomas, & Silverstein, 1977).

A need ior improved state monitoring systems was noted in a request to

Congress by the Comptroller General in1975. The Comptroller General

found that about 35 percent of the states visited as part of the study had

n6 formal monitoring systems. The re rt lso suggested that the SEA

monitoring visits in the observed seates we e generally too brief. It

further stated that the brevity of the visi s was felt to undermine an

important component of the SEA monitoring f(tnction: the process of making

judgment as to program quality. The report) concluded that the states

5
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reviewed needed to establish comprehensive monitoring procedures, formal-

ize existing procedures,'or conduct more indepth reviews during monitoring

visits, if these visits were to be useful in evaluating districts' perfor-

bance ;:Committee on Education and Labor, 1978).

The NIE Study of Compensatory Education'(1977), in its review of the

state administration of Title I, concluded that the states in their study

differed widely in how tlley.carried out their administrative responsibili-

ties in the monitoring'area.

The House Committee on Education and Labor concluded in its report on

the Education Amendmenti of'1978:

Monitoring,is an important part of State administra-

tion of Title I. The Office of Education should, in

the course of conducting its own program reviews of
Stateadministration, insure that suoch StAte proced-

ures have been deVeloped and that they are,ponsistent

with minimum.standards for State ednational agency
monitoring established by the Commissioner in Title I

regulations. (p. 45)

A review of state management practices of Title I from 1965-1976,

conducted by SRI International (1979)., analyzed the findings of audits and

Departmentoof Education (then U.S. Office of Education) program reviews

from 1965 to 1976. This study concluded that inadequate scope and fre-

quency of Monitoring were consistent problems over the years. While the

most recent period (1974-1976) showed an improvement In, checks for com-

pliance, problems continued to be observed in the areas of monitoring for

program quality and the adequacy of specific prqgram design features. The

report suggested that the MEPs equired of SEAs by the 1978 Amendments

should help in dealing with the persisting problems of inadequate scope

and frequency of monitoring reported by the reviewers.
A

The results of the4e various studies and others contributed to the

passage of the 1978 Title I legislatioft, which contained specific stipula-

tions on monitoring aswell as other state responsibilities. While this

resulted in an increash in the length, detail, and prescriptive nature of

the law, the intent was to provide SEAs with clearer, more precise guid-

ance to address areas of program need absent from previous legislation,

and in many cases to increase flexibility in program management.

The proposed regulations for the 1978 Title I Amendments were pub-

lished in 1979. However, Congress delayed issuing final regulations for a

number of reasons; for example, the draft 1142,confusing and could not be

understood without reference to at least five other documents, and that It

was lacking in required standards and examples that explain the manner in

which the regulations operate (Committee on 'Education and Labor, 1979).

In January 1981, the final Title I regulations were issued. They

clarified the previous draft, incorporated other applicable requiretents

referenced in the draft, and provided standards and examples for certain

state responsibilities. The final regulations were lengthy and quite

6



detailed, providing substantial guidance for implementation of the 1978

legislation.

Section 200.150 restated the obligation of SEAs to adopt standards for

monitoring, and Section 200.151 expanded on the minimum standards required

of states in monitoring Title I projects. Section 200.21 expanded on the

requirement of states to submit a formal monitoring and enforcement plan .

(MEP) to the Commissioter of Education (see Table 1 for a copy of these

Title I regulations).

Title I projects operated under the 1978 statute and 1981 final

regulations for only a brief time when, as a result of a change in federal

administratioz.and administrative priorities, Congress passed the Educa-

tion Consolidation and Lmprovement Act (ECIA) in July 1981, to be effec-

tive 1* October 1982. ECIA revised Title I, and although the policy is to

continue ebb provide financial assistance to SEAs and LEAs to meet the

special needs of educationally deprived children on the basis of entitle-

ments calculated under ESEA, Title I of 1965, the intent behind the

legislation is to:

eliminate burdensome, unnecessary, and unproductiVe

paperwork;

free the schools of unnecessary federal supervision,

direction, and control; and

free education officials, principals, teachers, and

supporting personnel from overly prescriptive regulations

and administrative burdens that are not necessary for

fiscal accountability and make no contribution to the

instructional program.

The amount of space and emphasis given to monitoring in ECIA Chapter 1

is a marked contrast from the 1978 legislation it replaced. In fact, it

has totally eliminated the monitoring and MEP provision included in the

earlier law. It-has alsd reduced the percent allowed for state adminis-

tration of Chapter 1 programs from 1.5 percent to 1.0 percent.

SEA monitoring of Title I programs has thus evolved from a period in

1965 when there were no requirements, to a period in 1978 when very

specific stipulations were in force, to 1982 when, once again, monitoring

is no longer mandated. Does this mean that state monitoring has come full

circle and that the achievements of the past will be lost to the futi...re?

Not really. States now'have years of experience in developing and refl.:-

ing their monitoring systems, regardless of legislation. And the 1978

Amendments provided states with an opportunity to formalize--to actually

write down--many of the monitoring practices they had already been follow-

ing. As noted by the report produced as part of the State Management

Practices Study (Bessey, Brandt, Thompson, Harrison, Putman, & Appleby,

1982), most siates feel that monitoring is of substantial importance in

preserving the original intent of Title I. And the original intent has

remained from 1965 to 1982. It is likely, then, that state monitoring

Activities will also remains In the next section of this module, states'

14



preliminary views on the future of monitoring and their tentative plans

for operating under Chapter I will be presented.



Table 1

Title I Regulations: Monitoring and Monitoring and Enforcement Plans

State Monitoring

200.150 Obligation to adopt atandarda
for monitodng.

An SEA shall adopt standards for.
monitoring the effectiveness of the Title
I projects operated by LEAs and State
agencies. These standards must meet
the standards in 4 200.151 and be
conaistent with the MEP that the SEA
submitted under 200.21.

(Sec. 107. 20 U.S.C. 2114: Sac. 171. 20 U.S.C.
a21: Sec. 506 of Mils V. 20 U.S.C. 3140)

200.151 Minimum standards for
monitoring.

(a) finpose and of monitoring.
In monitoring the eft veness of Tide I
projects in its State. a SEA shall

(1) Determine whether the Title I
projects comply with applicable Title 1
requirements;

(2) Determine whether the Tide 1
projects are being implemented In
accordance with approved project
applications;

(3) Evaluate the LEA's or State
agency's efforts to assess and improve
the quality and effectiveness of the Title
I services being provided and

(4) Provide technical assistance. if
'appropriate.

(b) Frequency of on-site visits.
Representatives of the SEA shall

(1) Visit, at least once everi three
years. each LEA and State ikgency that
operatea a Title 1 project and

(2) Visit, at least once every two
years. those LEAs and State agencies
that receive the largest amounts of Title
I funds or have a !lifter); of ^ -

noncompliance with applicable Tide I
requirements.

(c) Issuing monitoring reports. Within
ao days of completing each visit that it
conducts under paragraph (b) of this
section. the SEA shall issue a written
monitoring report to the agency that was
visited. The SEA shall include in the
report its findings and recommendations
concerning

(1) The agency's compliance with
-applicable Title I requirements:

(2) The MA's or State agency.
efforts to assess and improve the quality
and effectiveness of the Title I project
and

(3) The need for corrective action. if
any.

9

(d) Responding to monitoring reports.
Within 45 days of receiving an SEA
monitoring report that recommends
hnpmvements or requires corrective
action, the monitored agency shall
submit a written response to the SEA.
The agency shall include in its
response

(1) A description of all steps that it
has taken or will take. In response to
the SEA's recommendation for
improvements or requirement for
corrective action; and

(2) U appropdate. a statement of the
agency's reasons for not making the
improvements or taking all or a part of /
the corrective action that wu required
by thr SEA.

(e) Follow-up on recommendations or
corrective acbon. (1) Within 45 days of
receiving the response required under
paragraph (d) of this section. the SEA
shall review that response to determine
whether follow-up action is
appropriate.)

(2) Follow-up action may include one
or more of the following compliance
procedures:

(i) A follow-up visit.
(ii) An audit under I§ 200.190-200.193.
(iii) A withholding action under

I§ 200.200-200.201.
(iv) A compliance agreement under

I§ 200.210-200.214.
(I) Making mOnitoring reports

available. The SEA shall
(1) Notify the monitored agency of any

follow-up action that the SEA plans to
take under paragraph (e) of this section:

(2) Send a copy of the monitoring
report, any response by the LEA or State
agency. and a statement of any follow-
up action that the SEA plans to take to
the followinF

(I) The district advisory council that
has been established for the agenty that
was monitored.

(ii) State and local auditors: and
(3) Provide access. under § 300.141. to

the monitoring report, any responu by
the LEA or State agency. and a
statement of any follow-up action that
the SEA plans to take.
(Sac. 167. 2) U.S.C. 2814; Sec. 500 of Title V.
20 U.S.C. 3146)

1 6



Table 1 (continued) I 200.21 State monitoring and
enforcement plan (MEP).

(a) Submission Of the MEP. An SEA
that receives Title I assistance shall
submit to the Secretary

(1) A single MEP that covers all Title I
programs: Or

(2) A separate MEP for each of the
four categories of Title I programs
described in I 200.3.

(b).Frequency of submission. (1) The
SEA shall submit the MEP. or MEP%
required under paragraph (a) of this
section at the times the Secretary
prescribes.

(2) In any case, this shall be at least
once every three years.

(c) Contents of the MEP. The MEP
must include,

(1) A report of the Title 1 monitoring
and enforcement activities that the SEA
has conducted since submitting its
previous MEP;

(2) A program of regular itsits by SEA
personnel to Title I projects that meets
the requirements in 200.151:
. (3) A statement of the matters to be
reviewed during the site visits that
meets the requirements in I 200.151:

(4) A description of the SENs
procedures for verifying information
provided by UA, and State agencies.
including the use of other sources
available to the SEA to verify that
information:

(5) A description of
(i) The State's procedures required by
200.190 for conducting regular audits

of Title I expenditures made by LEAs
and State sgencies: and

(ii) The SENs procedures for
resolving audit findings and

recommendations under If 200.191-
200.196:

(6) A description of the SEA's
procedures for resolving direct
complaints and appeals under

200.180-200.188; and
(7) A desscription of the SENs

methods for determining that LEAs are
in compliance with the requirements in
34 CFR 201.50-201.52 and 34 CFR 201.90-
201.97 concerning the equitable
provision of services to children
enrolled in private schools.

(d) Amendments. An SEA shall
submit to the Sectetary amendments to
an MEP whenever the SEA has
substantially changed a policy or

,procedure that is described in that MEP.
(e) Copies of MEP. Upon request, an

SEA shall provide, without chafge. a
copy of its current MEP to any Title 1
advisory council or LEA.
(Sec. 171. 20 U.S.C. 2.821)
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II. States Preliminary Plans Regarding Chapter 1 Monitoring Activities

Since monitoring by the states is no longer mandated, one might think

the LEAs are left to their own devices to determine whether or not they

are in compliance with the new law. However, the issue involved here is

that the federal government considers the states responsible for the

proper expenditure of funds, and the auditors will expect to see that LEA

programs are operating within the constraints of the law or demand that

funds be returned.

What then, are the views of states,regarding the future of monitor-

ing? The State Management Practices Study obtained responses to this

question in several ways. larst, state Title I coordinators indicated in

telephone interviews what monitoring activities they would continue if

none were specifically required by law. In addition, the study collected

follow-up data onsite from a nationally representative sample of 20 state

Title I coordinators regarding their plins for operation under Chapter 1.

While these data are based upon only preliminary-planning, they reflect

the direction of management chosen by this sample.of states as-of the date

of the interview. Onsite interviews were conducted between September 1981

and May 1982.

During telephone interviews, state Title I coordinators were asked

whether they would continue to include monitoring as part of their program ,

management if there were no requirements in the Title I law for them to do

so. These results are shown in Table 2.

From the table it is apparent that all but three of Elie respondents

(46 out of 49) would definitely like to continue some form of monitoring,

even if no monitoring were required of them.

Almost one-half of the respondents (N=23) indicated they would plan to

continue monitoring practices that were similar to what they were already

doing. The most frequently Mentioned "similar practices" were fiscal

accountability and emphasis on monitoring for program quality.

.Another "Urge group of states (N=12),indicated they would like to

continue to include monitoring practices but not to the extent required by

the 1978 law. These states indicated they would do monitoring less

frequently or monitor the smallest LEAs less frequently; that they would

delete some of the monitoring requirements, such as the one requiring that

reports be sent to Parent Advisory Councils; or that examinations of

technical data (e.g., comparability, Parent Advisory Council participa-

tion) be simplified.

Nine of the states proposed different types of monitoring practices.

These practices included more of a focus on technical assistance or

program quality, even if adherence to compliance suffers; the proposal to

rely on monitoring provisions specified by the state for its educational

programs or to include monitoring a. part of other state-sponsored pro-

grams; or the proposal to include LEAs in the decisionmaking process to

determine which LEAs should be monitored, the frequency of monitoring, and

the items to be monitored. (See Bessey et al., 1982, for an amplification

of these findings.)

11
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Table 2

Monitoring Continuation Plans

Plan Number of States

Don't know 3

Yes (plans unspecified) 2

Similar to current practice

- Monitor for fiscal accountability

- Monitor for program quality
Insure integrity to application

Modified practices

23

12

1

- Monitor all districts but less frequently 6

- Monitor fewer requirements 4

Simplify examinations afsource data
(e.g., comparability reports or maintenance

of effort)
Other modified practices (e.g., monitor
smaller districts less frequently, 3

Different practices 9

Monitor less for program compliance and more
for program quality even if adherence to
compliance suffers 4

- Involve LEAs on decisions about what item
should be monitored 4

Include as part of state law or as part of
state requirements for other educational

programs 3

Thus, if not required by laW, would state monitoring practices con-

tinue? Most states say "yes" and that they would continue similarly to

current practice.

Since the provisions of Chapter 1 were not in existence at the time of

the early interviews, the answers to this.question were purely specula-

tive. As time passed, and when the Chapter 1/requirements became better

understood, the answers to this question becdme mote definitive as to

specific activities that were definitely to be included (or not in-

cluded) as part of future Chapter 1 management.

12
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During the followup onsite visits, after Chapter 1 provisions were

more widely known, state Title I coordinators were asked about their

specific plans to continue monitoring at the state level under Chapter 1

and the reason(s) for this decision; if so, how their activities might

change; and if they anticipate any problems in carrying out the activities.

Of the twenty Title I coordinators questioned, nineteen --all but

one--stated that they planned to continue monitoring activities under

Chapter 1. The one state coordinator who said "no" stated that he would

like to eliminate monitoring but continue the annual evaluation visit to

LEAs. This is a monitoringlike activity, which includes technical

assistance. For all intents and purposes, then, all twenty states visited

by the staff of the State Management Practices Study planned to continue

monitoring, in some form, under Chapter 1.

Title I coordinators provided several major reasons for thei decis

ions to continue monitoring. Here is a sampling of those reasone:

With a large program with a separate title, the SEA

should maintain a dedicated monitoring group. We

have to keep going over and over things with LEAs

because issues are complex and not easily understood.

The SEA is responsible for this function. State

regulations require it. We have invested a lot of

dollars in our review process and have refined it.

The bottom line lies with the auditor, and the SEA

is willing to help LEAs become legal.

We will monitor LEAs to help protect them in case

of audits.

Monitoring is an important" role of the SEA.

We want to help districts solve any problems of

compliance.

The law has some requirements; monitoring is part

of the SEA leadership role; and the LEAs will

expect it.

We have always monitored; it has great value for

program quality and compliance.

Monitoring is important for determining
technical assistance needs.

Monitoring is important for compliance and
assisting LEAs to develop more effective programs.

Monitoring is a state responsibility to assure that

funds are spent within the intent of the law. It .

also leads to program improvement.

13
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Monitoring is necessary to ensure compliance with

federal rules and the approved project application.

It is also the main vehicle for providing technical

assistance.

Will states continue monitoring under Chapter 1? Clearly, states say

"yes." Monitoring is an important state responsibility that helps LEAs to

achieve legal compliance and fidelity to their applications, and to

develop more effective programs.

* State Title I coordinators were also asked if they planned to continue

monitoring, would these activities change from what they are currently

doing and, if so, how? Of the twenty Title I coordinators questioned,

fourteen anticipated that their monitoring activities would change, four

expected them to remain essentially the same as current practice, and two

"didn't know." Apparently, most states are expecting some changes in

monitoring activities in comitrison with what they are currently doing.

What kinds of changes might occur in state monitoring activities?

Here is a sampling of what coordinators say:

We will.concentrate our limited resources in

monitoring to protect LEAs in compliance matters.

We will have to cut back in technical assistance.

The monitoring requirement is intrinsic in the

legislation. At some level, somebody is going to

want to know what's going on, if not the federal
government, it will be the state legislature.

We may have to monitor every four or five years

instead of every three.

We will not call it "monitoring," but we will

conduct program reviews upon request of the LEAs

only. Most LEAs will want.these voluntary reviews,

especially to look at new program activities.'

We will do less monitoring due to a reduction

in staff.

We will concentrate on the large districts and pay

less attention to the many smaller ones around

the state.

We will do monitoring less often and to fewer LEAs

mainly those needing the most assistance. We will

also reduce the number of areas monitored.

We will invest less effort in monitoring, and

monitor fewer districts.
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The emphasis in monitoring will be a little different.

We will focus more on achievement than how the dollars

were spent.

We will spend more time in monitoring fiscal
areas and also on areas that LEAs request help

on in their applications. We'll look at size,
scope, and quality, and needs assessment more

than in the past.

We will place less emphasig on the monitoring
checklist.

We will monitor to a lesser degree. We'll have
fewer staff, conduct fewer visits, and review

fewer program activities.

We may not monitor for quite as much, but we

will definitely monitor.

Will state monitoring activities change from current practices? Most

states say "yes" and that these changes will mainly involve doing less.

Finally, state Title I coordinators were asked if they anticipated any

problems in carrying out their monitoring activities under the new law.

Of the twenty coordinators, eight responded that they did not expect any

problems, another eight responded that they did expect some problems, and

for the remaining four the question was not applicable. Of those coordi-

nators who did expect problems, these problems were ones of shortar of

staff and monetary resources. _One coordinator commented, "Monitoring is

an expensive procedure and the dollar amounts are shrinking."

Apparently, states feel quite able to carry out their.monitoring,

activities--they've been doing it for years--but.the major challenge under

Chapter 1 will be doing:it with fewer staff and fewer dollars.

Do states anticipate problems in carrying out their monitoring respon-,

sibility? Some states say "yes" and some say "no." Clearly, monetary and

staff limitations are the problems for those who say "yes."

Is thltre a future for monitoring even though it is no longer man-

dated? Yes, indeed. For states that expect to Continue or modify their

monitoring activities, this management module next presents examples of

creative past practices identified by the study that may be useful to

Title I coordinators in management planning for Chapter 1.
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III. Examples of Monitoring Practices and Materials

States are proud of the monitoring practices they have developed:. As

indicated in the report produced by the State Management Practices Study,

the overwhelming majority (76%) of Title I coordinators, when asked if

exemplary monitoring practices were developed in their states, said

"yes." These exemplary practices include both processes and materials.

This module now provides a sampling of these practices that may prove

helpful to states in further refining their Chapter 1 management systems.

The practices have worked well for the state that developed them--and the

State Management Practices Study staff feels they are noteworthy based on

a review of documents from all 50 states.

It should be noted that these practices and materials are examples

only. They are the best of the past--the best of Title I. -Although it is

likely that there will be fewer staff and fewer dollars for monitoring

under Chapter 1, perhaps the examples from Title I can be used as a basis

for developing forms and ideas for use in Chapter 1 management.

The practices are organized by both processes and materials. Brief

descriptions of the practices are given, and ,the actual monitoring

documents are preseuted at the conclusion of each section. The sections

that follow are:

A. Processes

1. Team Approach
2. Onsite Reviews

B. Materials

1. Checklists
2. Handbooks
3. Feedback Reports
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Processes

1. TemApiroach

States using a team approach to monitor used various compositions

for their teams including:

SEA Title I staff,

SEA staff combined across several federal or state

programs,

SEA and LEA Title I staff, and

SEA central and regional office Title I staff.

Louisiana, for example has three monitoring teams, each

team being composed of three or four persons. All team

members are Title I staff. Each team monitors 22 LEAs

every year. Monitoring team meetings are held before,

during, and after the actual monitoring visit. Exhibit

A.1.a outlines the activities at these meetings..

The coordinated monitoring approach involves staffs of

various federally funded programs conducting monitoring

activities in a district at the same time. In Texas,

consultants from all programs (Title I, vocational

education, special education, bilingual education,

migrant education) go into the districts simultaneously,

thereby eliminating the numerous interruptions that

would occur if districts were reviewed separately for

each program. A critical element of this approach to

monitoring is a full-time central coordinator who

develops the schedules for monitoring across programs.

Alaska uses a similar approach:- Monitoring is conducted

by a Federal Programs Unit team in which various federal

programs--Title I, Title IV, special\education, bilin-

gual education, and vocational educationare monitored

at the same time. Districts are monitored once every

three years except for the six largest ones which are

monitored every other year.

Both New York and Michigan have monitoring for Title I

integrated with that for their state compensatory

education program.

Colorado not only involves its own Title I staff in

monitoring but also persons from school districts who

are specialists in some area. These SEA/LEA teams are

used in the larger districts with more complex activi-

ties. Individual Title I staff members conduct visits

to the smaller LEAs. In this state, monitoring
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is conducted every three years except for theilargest
districts which are monitored every year.

Iliiois uses teams of Title I staff from both central
find ,egional offices to conduct monitoring activities in

LEAs. Districts are monitored once every other year.
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Exhibit A-1.a. Monitoring Teams Appriach (Louisiana) (page 1 of 4)

MONITORING TEAM MEETINGS

Three types monitoring team meetings
I. Pre at least two

Z. Operational components

".;. Post to each type

Two basic pre-monitoring meetings
Individual team strategy meeting
Collective team meeting involving all members of monitoring team

Two basic operational team meetings
Individual
Collective

Two basic Post team meetings
Oollective teamsimeeting
Staff meeting
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Pre

(A-l.a. page 2 of 4)

Collective - for all,individuals on monitoring trip

to gather and assemble data on 'each LEA prior to the monitor
to know information before we go so as not to waste staff time

partiCularly LEA staff time
toibe prepared for possible problem areas-so we can help staff

to help children
to help our staff be in control of situations by being prepared

to know where to visit and what to look for
'to adjust attitude
to monitor each parish in light of its own peculiarities and

uniqueness
meetings will be held the day before a monitor
usually a Tuegday afternoon in the office unD6s we are out of the
office - then it would be Tuesday evening it the hotel

c>

Individual Team Strategy Session

Prior to pre-monitoring meetings each team shoulehave the following

tasks completed.
trayel approval - two (2) weeks prior
notification letter - two (2) weeks prior ,
premonitor report - available for meeting
schedule for monitor - available for meeting .

NOTE: schedulesowill include records and schools on the first
monitoring day.

22
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Operational
Collective for.all mOnitoring team

. Two types of meetings
after first day
after second day

First Day aspects

. entrance visit
observations
records
school visits
goncerns
bureau priorities
f
SeconOLDay aspects

strengths
. Webirtnesses

wh4 ls most important?
what will help parish the most?

r improvement expected?
analyie' effect

ioositive'versus negati'Ve
copld result be so negative that it would hurt rather than help?

prepare'for exieconference
lite monitoring instrudient.

a
41

(A-1,a. page 3 of 4)

Operational_
Strategy meetings by individUal teams
First Day
team meeting to review day

. collection of data
review records
review school visits
plan for next day
presentation to teams

Second Day
. team meeting to review day
collection of data

.'problems
bureau priorities
organize concerns and strengths
reason for strengths, concerns, suggestions, technical assistance

verification of facts on third day
close out conference



(A-1.a. page 4 of 4)

Post
Review of monitoring trip
Monitoring report
Bureau priorities

Documentation
pre-monitor report
schedule
monitoring instrument
monitoring report
coordination report
program dissemination
study of quality
*final determination of monitor and any pertinent data
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2. Onsite Review

This section prOvides information ep the procedures five states
have used for their onsite monitoring reviews. 'These procedures
vary from state to state and are designed to meet needs specific

to these states.

Arkansas's onsite review process is'very comprehensive. Other

states have also adapted and borrowed this process for their

own. Exhibit A.2.* from Arkansas shows that procedures for
making and conducting Oti visit are outlined, and ways of
cross-checking the information are speCified.

Colorado's onsite review process is noteworthy because monitors
check both current and historical data, and LEAs receive a copy
of the monitoring checklist and criteria prior to the on-site
visit. (See Exhibit. A.2.b.)

Exhibit A.2.c describes Illinois' onsite review process. A set

procedure is used. Steps that take place before, during, and
after the visit are clearly delineated. Of special note is the
diagram on the utilization/of the report that results from the

monitoring review.

Ohio's onsite review process relies on highly qualified staff to

conduct monitoring. All staff who conduct monitoring have a
minimum ol five years teaching experience and three years admin-
istrative experience. With such qualified staff, a structured
monitoring checklist may not be necessary. Monitors, however,
may c-Ate their own checklists for personal use. (See Exhibit

In New York, a document called a Monitoring Work Form, specifies
the items to be examined during the Onsite monitoring review. It

is of interest to note that a list of state and federal statutory
references are provided for each compliance issue followed by a
list of supporting documents that are to be checked to ensure
compliance with each section of the law. (See Exhibit A.2.e.)

The examples presented for this section are from:

9 Page.

a. Onsite Monitoring Guide (Arkansas) 27

b. Onsite Review Process (Colorado) 33

-
c. Onsite Review Process (Illinois) 4 37

d. Monitoring Procedures (Ohio) 43 .

. ..

-
e. Monitoring Worktyorm (Newlbrk) 47
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Onsite Monitoring Guide (Arkansas) Exhibit A-2a.

-ON-SITE MONITORING GUIDE'
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

FEDERAL PROGRAMS DIVISION
TITLE I PROGRAM SECTION

I. Introduction

. (page 1 of 6)

We recognize that monitoring may include interviews with applicants
at a Title I supervisor's desk, a telephone conversation, review of
evaluation, mid-year, annual financial or auditing reports and care-
ful review of applications. The basic and ultimate monitoring
activity, however, is the on-site review of the program.

Title I, ESEA, has become quite complicated insofar as proper
initiation and operation of program is concerned. We cannot leave
the review of program§ to chance by relying on informal methods.
This Guide is prepared in order to give each Title I supervisor
a set of uniform systematic procedures for planning and conducting
an on-site monitoring visit, preparing a monitoring report,
disseminating the report and conducting the necessary follow-up
'activities to.insure that programs found in non-compliance are
corrected.

II. Making The-Visit

Each monitoring visit must result in a comprehensive review by one
or more members of the Title I program staff. The visitors may
inqude other SEA personnel aS appropriate depending upon whether
information received through reports or other means indicates a
need for such 'oint participation.

A. Responsibili y

The responsibility for properly conducting the on-site review
and issuing the written report will rest with the Title I
program team leader or assigned supervisor of the area desk to
which the LEA is assigned. The priorities for monitoring of
individual LEAs are to be established annually by each area
desk using criteria developed and maintained by the Title T
Coordinator to reflect the most pressing monitoring needs.

B. Planning the On-Site Viiit

The date for...the on-site visit should be established at least
one week in advance whenever possible. The LEA should receive
notice of the visit in writing and be given an opportunity to
have documentation needed for the review available, PAC members
present, and local responsibilities for the review assigned.
A copy of the current advance notice letter and materials is
attached (Appendix #1). It may be revised or amended from
year to year as program requirements change or the LEA's role
in the review is changed to meet changing information needs
for conducting the on-site monitoring visit.

After the advance information has been sent, it often becomes
necessary to establish a different date forthe visit. This
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Exhibit A-2a. (page 2 of 6)

may be accomplished by telephone or during a personal visit
by an LEA representative. 'It is not necessary to resubmit
the advance letter and materials._

C. Conducting the Review

Each visit will include the following minimum activities:

1. A short introductory meeting with the chief LEA
administrative officer or designee.

2. A review planning meeting with the LEA Title I
administrator and staff.

3. Interviews with the local Title I staff and PAC
members including visits to all, or a representative
selection of the Title I program activities in action.

4. Interviews with other personnel in the school district
or community, if necessary to accomplish'the purpose
of the visit.

5. Review such records as are ,necessary to obtain adequate
information for each liart of the review as outlined in
the monitoring instrument.

6. Hold an exit conference with the LEA Title I administrative
staff and the LEA administrative head or designee to
outline the major findings, concerns and recommendations
which the. LEA may expect to be included in the forthcoming
monitoring report, and to provide an opportunity for LEA
representatives to take exceptions or provide further in-
formation on monitoring findings.

D. Matters to be Reviewed

It is Kequired that each on-site program review includes
examination of records and observation of activities to
determine the extent to which the program under review has
been implemented and is being operated in compliance with both
legal provisions and the terms proposed, negotiated and
approved in the program or project application;

Legal'provisions include those applicable nder the General
Education Provisions Act (GEPA) as defined by Title 64 CFR 100b
and Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and
administrative rules at Title 64 CFR 116. Project or program
terms include the assurances and certifications contained in
the LEAs general application provided under Section 436, GEPA,
and those in the program application, as amended. .

As each may be applicable to the LEA visited, the specific
matters to be reviewed will include, but not necessarily be
limited to:

1. Project area selection 28
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Exhibit A-2a.(page 3 of 6)

2. Needs assessment and pupil selection

3. Staff development in general and joint teacher/teacher
aide and volunteer in-service training in particular

4. Pla_ -17, in general and particularly the extent of the
invoment of parents, school board and teachers

S. Parent advisory councils and their activifies

6. Pupil support services in general and particularly
support services for health, social and nutritional
needs, including possible coordination with other
programs

7. Local program monitoring and enforcement activities-

8. Dissemination of .program improvement information to
Title I staff

9. Title I instructional activities including rertionship
of objectives to needs assessment

10. Financial and other recordkeeping procedures and
practices

11. Comparability Reports

12. Evaluation and reporting of progfam effectiveness

13. Participation of children from private schools

14. Service to children in eligible local institutions for
neglected or delinquent children

15. Equitable use of funds in attendance areas according
-to needs

16. Restrictions on general education and supplanting
practices

17. Program size, scope and quality

18. Complaint resolution policies

19. 17'ublic information policies

20. School-wide projects and other special program features

A copy of the current monitoring feview instrument is attached
(Appendix 2). This form must be used to record data and
information on each LEA visited. It may be revised from time
to time as needed to reflect changing program requirements or
SEA information needs.
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Exhibit A-2a. (page 4 of 6)

III. The Monitoring Report
-

A monitoring report must be prepared and disseminated following
every on-site monitoring visit. The report should be completed
and disseminated within a period of ten (10) working days following
the visit; however, difficulty in cross-checking data or other
eventualities may delay this. Under no circumstances may the report
be disseminated later than 45 days following the meeting. This is
the maximum time allowed under Federal recommendations.

A. Cross-Checking Information

In support of the statistical data and other information
gathered by fhe on-site review, each area desk will cross-
check, where appropriate or deemed necessary, by review
of information in other SEA divisions and/or sections.

1 Sources

Specific sources of cross-check data to which each area
desk will have ready access include but are not limited
to:

(a) SEA central computer data

(b) Budgets and annual financial reports from the Division
of Administration

(c) Annual reports on all elementary and secondary schools
filed with the Instructional Services Division

(d) The annual State reports,made by the Arkansas
Legislative Audit Division

(e) Evaluation, financial, monitoring and other -reports
on Title I in previous years and

The "Annual Statistical Report of the Public Schools
of Arkansas"

(f)

2. Determinations

Each of the sources of information listed above provide
data to make one or more determinations or verifications
of specific Title I requirements. For example:

(a) The central computer data includes teacher certifi-
cation and special trainini areas.such as reading
specialists or other and also provides information
on individual salaries.

(b) Annual financial repo-,:ts provide information on
total current expenditures from which maintenance
of effort can be determined.

(c) Anallgua reports to Division of Instruction provide
information on daily class schedules and pupil
load for each teacher.
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Exhibit A-2a. (pae 5 of 6)

(d) State audit reports serve to provide historiical data
on fiscal compliance of LEAs.

(e) Title 1 reports on previous years provide historical
information on size, scope and quality of programs
in each LEA and the amount of success or failure.

(f) This report provides da'ta covering two or more years
and the rankings of all LEAs by several factors, such
as whether local staff is increasing or decreasing
with increasing Title I funds.

B. Preparing the Report

Each monitoring report shall follow a pre-determined outline
keyed to the monitoring instrument. A copy of the current
outline is attached (Appendix #3). It may be changed to meet
changing needs from time to time. The report will address the
review findings in each area covered by the outline. In those
areas found to be operated within legal requirements, but
having need for improvemeLt in order to increase the piobability
of successfully meeting the needs of its Title I participating
children, recommendations will be made. In those areas, if
any, where the operations are found to be in direct violation
of the applicable statutes, regulations or approved program
provisions, corrective measures will be required within
specified time limits.

C. LEA Response

The LEA will be instructed by the transmittal letter which
shall accompany each report to respond to the monitoring report
within 15 days after receiving it in cases where corrective
measures are required. The LEA may (1) explain the procedures
it will follow to have corrective action completed within 30
or less calendar days on all such citations or file an
official request for a formal hearing on those requirements
which it believes are improper. When no corrective actions
are required, the LEA may be requested within a 30 day period
to respond to recommendations included in the report.

D. Dissemination

Copies of each lormal monitoring report will be mailed to the
chairperson of the LEA district PAC, the local Title I program
administrator and the superintendent of schools when he has so
indicated on page 1 of the project application. An additional
copy will be submitted to the Title I Coordinator to be
available at all times for public inspection and reproduction
in the SEA Title I program office for the period of time
required for records retention under the General Education
Provisions Act. The Title I Coordinator may provide other
copies as appropriate to persons within the SEA. One copy of
the "Program Summary Evaluation Report" (Appendix #4) will be
attached to the copy of the monitoring report to the ESEA
Title I Coordinator.
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In cases where unusual problems of cross-checking and verifying
of information may require more than 10 working days to complete
the report, a letter shall be sent to LEA persons who are to
receive the report within the ten-working-day period following
the visit to appraise them of the delay and name a date by which
the report may be expected, which must not be later than 45
total days following the visit.

IV. Follow-Up Activities

Depending upon the severity and extent of non-compliance or other
program weaknesses, further action by the SEA may be taken.

A. Revisits

The moaitoring report may require a date to be established for
a revisit after corrective action has been completed by the LEA.
In minor or less extensive violations, the area desk may accept
the corrective action promised by the LEA, and place the LEA
in the high priority list for early monitoring in the suceeding
year. At the revisit a careful follow-up monitoring on the
areas of non-compliance must be made.

B. Penalties

In cases of non-compliance, a committee of the Title I staff
including the Title I Coordinator may, depending upon the
nature and%severity of the violation, assess penalties in
addition to those required by law. Such penalties may include:

1. Interruption of funding pending corrections

2. Revocation of approval

3. Recovery 'of funds in cases of fraudulent misuse, or

4. Other activities not inconsistent with Federal law and
"Title I, ESEA Policy Statements".

It is the responsibility of the Title I Coordinator to inform
and consult with the Associate Director and other SEA staff
who may become involved in any punitive action taken as a
result of findings from a monitoring review of the Title I
program.
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Exhibit A-2b. Onsite Review Process (Colorado) (page 1 of 4)

ON-SITE MONITORING OF TITLE I ESEA PROGRAMS
LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES - MIGRATORY CHILDREN

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
Special Projects Vit

Colorado Department of Education

SEC. 267. Each State educational agency shall adopt standards, consistent
with(iiastandards established by the Commdssioner and with the State
monitoring ana enforcement plan submdtted under Section 171, for monitoring

the effectiveness of programs and projects assisted under this title.

Monitoring is defined as a planned on-site review by'the
State Educational Agency (SEA) to a Local Educational Agency
(LEA), or Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES)
Title I program in operation for the purposes enumerated below.

All Title I programs in the state will be monitored by the
SEA staff according to the schedule considering the nature, size
and complexity of the activity. The SEA will endeavor to involve
not only its own staff but persons from Colorado school districts
as well in the monitoring process. During monitoring visits ap-
propriate aspects of the Title I program are examined. Areas re-
viewed, including source data, computations, and documentation
when applicable, include selection of Title I attendance areas,
needs assessment, staffing pattern, staff development, implementa-
tion of program design, criteria and procedures for selection of
children, equipment inventory and usage, evaluation, parent in-

volvement, dissemination, admin-stration and supervision, fiscal
accounting and auditing procedures and records, comparability,
maintenance of effort, and services to negleCted and delinquent
children and to nonpublic school children.

A comprehensive report of compliance and quality factOrswillt*
completed for each program monitored, using the criteria in the
SEA monitoring instrument which are a direct outgrowth of Title I

regulations and program guides, including changes made by the "Edu-

cation Amendments of 1978." The major purpose of monitoring is to

provide assurances to the community, the state and the federal.

government that program operations will be in accordinace with
federal rules and regulations and with the projects set forth in

the program application.

1.0 PURPOSES

1.1 To determine compliance with legal requirements
1.2 To determine fidelity of program operation to program

application
1.3 To assess program quality and effectiveness

2.0 PPE-VISITATION PLANNING PROCEDURES

2.1 The SEA Title I staff prepares a monitoring plan for
the year, which includes a listing of school districts
to be monitored and tentative dates proposed for each

monitoring visit. 33



Guide for On-Site Monitoring Title I ESEA Exhibit A-2b. (page 2. of 4)

2.2 An SEA Title I consultant will serve as the responsi-
ble party for each on-site monitoring visit. The con-

sultant will be responsible for monitoring the program
alone or for arranging a team visit, in which case the
consultant serves as team leader.

2.3 Districts or BOCES to be monitored will be notified by
the responsible consultant prior to the proposed visita-
tion.

2.4 The visitation date will be confirmed by a letter to'
the LEA or BOCES in advance of the scheduled monitoring.

2.5 The consultant will determine the size and composition
of the monitoring team required based on the size and

nature of the program.

2.6 The consultant will contact appropriate persons from
LEAs, and when appropriate, persons from other units of

the Department, universities, and the State Advisory
Title I Advisory Committee, to serve as members of the

on-site team. Persons from the program being monitored
will not serve on the team.

2.7 The consultant, in cooperation-with the local Title I
director, will'develop a schedule for the visitation
which may include the following:

2.7.1 Orientation meeting for team members
2.7.2 Overview of program
2.7.3 Examination of program records
2.7.4 Public and non-public schools to be visited,

including names of building principals and
staff to be interviewed at each school

2.7.5 Meetings with Parent Advisory Council(s)

2.7:6 Team discussion and summary
,2.7.7 Exit conference

2.8 The consultant Will send to the local Title I director

a copy of the'schedule, the monitoring instrument which

will include the areas to be reviewed and criteria used
to make the review, and a list of materials and records
which the team.Will need. The materials and records
which the LEA should have available at the time of the
review are as follows:

1

1. Documentation for tartet-area selection
2. Needs Assessment data
3. Comparability data (Title I and non-Title I

staffing records)

4. Equipment inventory and current utilization

5. Accounting and auditing-procedures
6, Parent materials and minutes of PAC meetings

7. Inservice training materials (agendas, etc.)

8. Dissemination materials

34
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Guide for On-Site Monitoring Title I ESEA Exhibit A-2b. (pale 3 of 4)

10. Evaluation procedures and instruments
11. Rosters of school staff, class schedules

for school and Title I staff
12. List of participating stlidents and basis

for their selection (to be reviewed during
classroom visitation)

13. Diagnostic information and individualized
plans for each child where available (tO be
reviewed during classroom visitation)

2.9 The consultant may prepare and send a visitation
packet consisting of pertinent documents to each person
who will serve on the monitoring team. Documents may
include the following:

2.9.1 On-site monitoring schedule
2.9.2 Program application
2.9.3 Previous year's evaluation
2.9.4 Previous SEA monitoring reports and

LEA responses
2.9.5 On-site monitoring instrument

3.0 ON-SITE VISITATION PROCEDURES

The following is designed for team monitoring. In the case
of a consultant doing the monitoring alone, the same general
procedures will be followed.

3.1 The on-site will begin with a team orientation meeting
to review the schedule, make specific assignments, and
provide information about how the visitation wili be
conducted and how.to complete the monitoring instrument.

3.2 The Title I director will present an overview of the
program, during which time the team might wish to ask
questions regarding various aspects of the program.

3.3 The team will review the program and fiscal records
delineated in 2.8.

3.4 The team will visit and study pre-selected projects
according to the schedule.

3.5 The team will meet with the Parent Advisory Council.(s)

as scheduled.

3.6 Following the school visitations, and review of records,

team meMbers will meet .to revieW, discuss, and'eynthesize
their findings.

3.7 The team leader will summarize the findings and conduct
an exit conference with the superintendent, the Title
director, and other local personnel if the LEA wishes

to include them. The exit conference is a preliminary
report, based on the findings of the visitation team
and subject to revision upon further study of.the data. .
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Guide for On-Site Monitorin Title I ESEA Exhibit A-2b. (page 4 of 4)

4.0 PROCEDURES FOR THE ISSUANCE AND RESPONSE TO MONITORING REPORTS

4.1 After reviewing all findings, th4 consultant will submit

an official report tO the superi tendent or authorized
reprebentative within 45 days which includes the

strengths, recommendations for improvement, and direc-
tives for corrective action if needed.

4.2 Upon receipt of the report, the LEA should respond to
each of the recommendations and directives for correc-
tive action within 30 days. The response should in-
dicate what the LEA plansto do to meet each of the
recommendations and directives it the report and when

the action will be taken.

5.0 FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

5.1 The consultant assigned to the program will be respon-
sible for follow-up on the monitoring recommendations
and directives to determine if the agreed upon changes
have actually,occurred and when the corrective actions

were taken. An-SEA consultant may also make an on-site

visit to verify that non-compliant practices have been

corrected.

5.2 The consultant assigned to, the program will be respon-
sible for insuring that the results Of the monitoring

visit are used in the development and approval of the

- next year's application.

6.0 DISSEMINATIOil OF MONITORING REPORTS

6.1 The SEA will submit the monitoring report to the super-
intendent or authorized representative and to the chair-

person of the district Parent Advisory Council.

6.2 The chairperson of the district's Parent Advisory
Council will be responsible for sharing the report with

the Council and other interested parents.

6.3 The LEA will be responsible for disseminating the re-

port to the local staff, local auditors, and other
interested persons.

6.4 The SEA will make monitoring reports available to state
auditors and other interested persons upon request.

7.0 CORRECTING NON-COMPLIANT ITEMS

7.1 If a non-compliant item is not corrected within the
specified period of time, the matter will be referred
to the state federal program auditor. The state federal

program auditor will refer the matter to the local auditor

who will calculate the cost of the audit exception and
include the exception in the audit report.

7.2 The state Title roffice will
to the federal government for

listed as-audit exceptions by

40
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NEED:
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Exhibit A-2c. Onsite_ Review Proces-g-Trittintft) (page 1 of 5)

The need for an effective monixoring instrument is inherent within ary good nape-

ent model. This need is further reinforced by the Federal Regulatiqrequifing

this activity.

GOALS;

L. Monitor for compliance with Federal regulations

2. Monitor for program quality

STRUCTURING IDEAS:

This monitoring process will be completely structured by concerns about com-

pliance with Federal Regulations and.program quality. This ii not an auditing

process nor is it a recognition and supervision visitation.

2. This monit ring process is problem-oriented. In other words, there will br

only a gpflaral review of the project if there are no indications of problem

areas. If problem areas are noted only they will be dealt with in detail.

J. Usually smaller:projects will be less complicated than larger so less time

will usually be required to complete these visitations.

There will be three typerof project designations. They are as follows:

a. Small projects under $30, 0 where no problems are noted

b. Large projects over S30,00 where no problems are noted

c. Large orsmall projects whe problems are noted

4. The organization of the monitorin teams will be developed in accordance with

the monitoring needs ofthe partic lai project. These needs will he ee...,rmined

by the Director of Title I.

.ROGRAM STRUCTURES:

Diagram 1 is 4 schematic presentation of the program structr.e. Following is a

detailed program process statement.

SCHEDULING PROCEDURES: 410

There will be two general sources of projects to be-monitored. They are:

1. Normally scheduled - This will be a general review of the projtct.

2. Problem oriented - This will deal in depth with the problem area. There also

will be a general review of the non-problem areas.

vRE-VISITATION PREPARATION:

minimize the amount of time spent in the school-ftstricts a very thorough pre-.

?oration is necessary. This will involve the collection and transmission of essential

project information to the appropriate monitors. .This informatiolvwill ir the

form of: FY 76 & FY 77 project application,
comparability forms and rY :76 C:A audit.

The monitors will thoroughly reviev this in ormatIon and note-concerns. 71-is

allow the monitors to have a good idea what the project is'about and what aCiitionel

information tneY will need at the time of the visitation. In other ..,or.-2s, little

or no time will be spent on-site for familiarization ourposes. The secuenco of

events in the monitoring process are presented in niacrum 2.
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Exhiblt A-2c. (page 2 of 5)

t'SE-VISITATION CONTACTS OF DISTRICT:

No less than one week before the visitati-n the monitor will contact the district

to be visited and request that any additional necessary information be provided at

the time of the visitation. This requires that the monitor be prepared well in

advance of the visitation. It also requires that monitoring needs be clearly

defined-in advance.

ON-SITE VISITATION:

The on-site visitation will be completely structured by the SEA Monitoring Instru-

ment.

MONITORING REPORT:,

.The report, with the exception of the

Asitation. The maximum time between
file at IOE will be three weeks. "The

presented in Diagram 3.
I

typing, will be completed at the end of the

the visitation and the report to be in the

utilization of this report is schematically

38
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Normally
_
Sebeduted
Visitation

Application
and Comparability
reports copies
and forwarded to
monitor

Problem
Or ion( ell

Vis i t at ion

muss MAIMArl

Basic In-Office
Preparation

Application review
Review of comparability file
CPA Audit

detail wit( required unless problems are noted

->

Pre-visitation
Contact

Additional
InformatiOn
where needed
requested

Delailed work is only required in areas wItere prOblems are noted

DIAlltA4 1

4 3
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In Field Visitation

Compatability of
application with
actual
Needs assessment
Performance objectives
Evaluation design
Target area selection
Comparability.
PAC
Fiscal
Dissemination of
Information

1

Monitoring Report

I*
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SELECTION AND INFORMATION FLOW

TITLE I DIRECTOR

-Selects Districts to be Monitored

TITLE I DIRECTOR .

Selects Appropriate Monitors

Copy sent to
appropriate monitors

=Ma

Letter of Notification of .

Visitation is sent to LEA

100

Copy sent to EER

4/TLE I SECTION

Prepares Information Packet
for monitors (FY 76.6 77 Application

4560 & 4560-1 and CPA audit)

AMMs

Packet Forwarded to Monitors
no later than 3 weeks

before the visitation

VISITATION

MONITORING REPORT

On file at IOE no later than
3 weeks.after visitation
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UTILlZaIlOti OF UPIITORIN6 REPORT

Retord of L'ompliance
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project in terms of
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effort or success
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PIMR4M 1

-Datil for Feder,s1

audits'

Information for

Programs .

Assistance teams

rS-
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Develop'assistance that

aids the district in
solving its Title 1

problems

Identification of
problem areas

P

Identification of
exemplary projects

for dissemination
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Exhibit A-2d. Monitoring Procedures (Ohio) (page 1 of 3)

THE PROCEDURES FOR A PROGRAM REVIEW

_
Preparing for a Program Review

1. Determine purposes of the program reviews for the fiscal year

in question, based on previous experience and availabli resources.
The number of people to make a review should be limited so that

the LEA does not Teel overpowered.

2. Determine specific objectives to be achieved. The objectives
should be stated in terms of observable changes which are
directly related to one of the purposes of the review.

3. Within the limits set by purposes, objectives, and resources,
basic decisions need to be made on the strategical design of

program reviews. For instance, will a team approach be employed

in making the veview? The strategy to be following is also
affected by such factors as the requests and problems of specific

districts.

4. Establish a schedule for the year. The chedule should be

flexible enough to allow for weather conditions, emergencies,
illness, special purpose reviews, technical assistance and meetings.

The schedule should be drawn up in advance, to guarantee the
opportunity to make all of the projected reviews.

S. Plan the activities of the review team.

a. In-House

(1) Make precise assignments of personnel.

(2) Prepare a project digest on the basis of
information contained in the project appli-
cation and previous evaluation reports.

(3) Prepare a plan of action for the review.

(4) Draw up an agenda for the review.

(5) Brief all persons who will make the review.

b. In Cooperation with the LEA

(1) Make final arrangements for exact time of the review.

(2) Inform LEA of purposes and objectives of the review.

(3) Inform LEA of persons to make the review.

(4) Specify the data and documents you will want to see
during the review.

(5) Specify the people you wish to interview.
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Exhibit A-2d. (page 2 of 3)

6. The Review

(a) Maintain a positive atmosphere.

(b) Avoid surprises.

(c) Adhere to purposes and objectives.

(d) Make a preliminary report to the Superintendent

and Title I coordinator.

7. A written report should be sent to the Superintendent within 30

days of the review. The report should contain positive statements

concerning the strengths of the program and suggestions or

recommendations for improvement. If immediate corrective action

is deemed necessary, it should be clearly outlined and a specific

time table should be established for the LEA to accomplish the

corrective action. If necessary,, a written response should be
requested from the LEA within 30 days after it receives the report.

8. Follow-Up

(a) The LEA should establish systematic procedures to incorporate

the results of the Teview into the development of next year's

application(withthe SEA's assistance, if needed).

(b) The department should outline procedures to ensure that the

results of the review are considered in next year's application.

(c) Arrangements should be made to provide technical assistance,

and dissemination as indicated by the review.

(d) The LEA should arrange to provide information concerning the

review to principals, teachers, parents, private school

representatives and other interested parties.

(e) A copy of the program review letter will be mailed to the

chairperson of the District Parent Advisory Council.
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-
CHECK LIST FOR A PROGRAM REVIEW

_

A check list can serve as a basic working paper during the review

and as a record of it afterwards. It may be used in preparing recommendations

to the LEA and in planning workshops for LEA Title I personnel. The check

list should be modified or expanded in accordance with the purposes of the

review.

Instructions

1. Prepare a check list for the.program review.

2. A program review should be considered incomplete if

it does not include at least one project site while it

is in action. Discussions with the superintendent,

program directors, coordinator, principals, teachers,

students, and parents during the reviews should reveal

any discrepancies between actual operation and the

proposal,

3. Each section provides a space for the person making the

review to indicate his judgment. Judgments in this area

should not be limited to decisions about compliance with

the Law. The intent is to afford the SEA an opportunity
to assist the LEA in instituting desirable policies and

procedures.
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Compliance Issues

Exhibit A-2e, Monitoring Work Form (New York) (page

Diatrict Review Guide
TITLE T/PLTN

Leeislative Reference

Designhting Eligible Schools

Participation of Eligibles

Requirements for Design and
Implementation of Program

Patental Involvement

Funds Allocation

Fidelity with Application
Guidelines

FL 95-561, Section 22

FL 95-561, Section 123b
Laws of N.Y.S. 1974,
Chapter 241 Sub 10a

Commissioner's Rules and
Regulations of the Board
of Regents 100.1(f)
103.2(c)(1), 103.2(c)(2)

FL 95-561; Sections124,
127b

Laws of N,Y.S. 1974,
Chapter 241 Sub 10a

Coalmissioner's Regulations
Part 14c:.5

FL 95-561, Section 125
aT.-^,,n,d by FL 96

-46 Tile Technical
Amendments of 1979

PL 95-561, Sections 126,
127a

Laws of N.Y.S. 1974,
Chapter 241 Sub 10a

Commissioner's Regulations
Part 149.3(a)

FL 95-561, Section 127b

47

1 of 2)

Suotortine Rocunant:

ACD count by selool
Census data
Free milk count
Attendance data
Test data (educational

deprivation)

Test data: etandarditeU,
PE.F, DRP and competency

Class lists by bzilding,
grade and priority area

Written notification to
parents

Needs assessment data:
standardined, DRP,
competency and diegnest.
test results

Previous years' evalnatio:
report

Evidences of program plan.
ning

Evidences of disrominatio:

Notification to district
resident: of ricitt to
serve on councils

Notification to parunts o:
right to vote for counc:
members

Minutes of meeting
Attendance at meeting
Records of parent confes,

ences
Evidences of training
Evidences of involvement

in planning, impleoentir
and evaluating program:

Sim
ST3
Comparability reports an::
support data

Inventory of Title I mate-
rials and supplies

Teacher schedules
Diagnostic data
Prescriptive :1;.Lo

Student work su.r.pleu



Coolijtnce Issues

Complaint Resolution

Von-Public School Component

Instructional Staff

Exhibit A-2e. (page 2 of 2)

District Review Guide
IlamL I/rsitt;

La i31ative Reference

FL 95561;-Section 128

FL 95-561, Section 130

Sucoortine Doc:In:cots

FL 95-561, Section 134
N.Y.S. Education Law,

Section 207
Commissioner's Regulations

Sections 80.7, 80.15,
80.16, 149

Records of complaints

Needs assessment data

Staff schedules

Please prepare a list of project staff at each site by funding source and priority arca.'
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B. Materials

1. Monitoring Checklists

The monitoring checklist is central to many states' monitoring

activities. States use monitoring checklists primarily in

determining compliance, however, some checklists also include

monitoring for quality of service. The format and content vary

from state to state according to the monitoring philosophy (e.g.,

monitoring is primarily to ensure compliance vs monitoring is to

improve programs) and the organization,of the Title I unit within

the SEA. There are as many formats for checklistP as there are

states in the country. Numerous examples are briefly described

and presented at the conclusion of this section in order to give

readers an idea of this diversity.

The Kansas checklisx (see Exhibit B.1.a) is brief and uses an

exceptionally clear format. The Illinois monitoring checklist
(Exhibit 8.1.b) incorporates both a desk review of documentation

and the actual onsite visitation. New Jersey uses a "consoli-

dated" monitoring checklist. The state has both a state compen-

satory education program and a Title I program. Both programs in

the LEAs are reviewed at the same time, using the consolidated

monitor3-A. instrument. The LEA application is also consolidated

(see Exnibit B.1.c). The Delaware checklist is short and concise

with reDilatory references, yes/no checkoff spaces to indicate if

the requirement is being met, and space for comments (see Exhibit

B.1.d). Minnesota provides its monitoring checklist to all

school districts that will be involved in the moilitoring proced-

ure. The state feels that one of the most desired outcomes of

the monitoring process is that it will assist school districts to

etablish a self-monitoring and self-improvement process. The

process is intended to provide useful data for planning local,

regional, and state programs. A portion of this checklist (with

an explanation) is included here (see Exhibit B.1.e).

Typically, states use their monitoring checklists for determining

LEA smalLITI1 and fidelity to the application. More than

two-thirds (69%) of the respondents in t e study indicated use of

checklists developed for this purpose. 4hile 83% of the respon-

dents indicated that they monitored for rrogram quality, 16% of

the states admitted either that theY tried to monitor for program

quality but had great difficulty.in doirig so or that they did not

attempt monitoring for program quality 4.t all. Thus, the "suffi-

cient size, scope, and quality" provision 'as described in Section

124 (j) of the 1978 law created problems for some states in the

area of monitoring. While definitions of size and scope of a

project tended to lend themselves nicely to quantification in a

monitoring checklist, quantifying quality of service appears more

difficult. (See Bessey et al., 1982, for a more complete dis-

cussion of issues related-to monitoring for quality.)
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The "size, scope, and quality provision remains in Chapter 1.
Some scates.have included in checklist form items that attempt to

monitor quality; this is exemplary in itself and several shmples

are provided at the conclusion of this section. As much as

states are able to quantify quality, it is likely they will do it

in conjunction with the methods they are already using: pro-
fessional judgement; classroom observation; interviews with
teachers,'parents, or students; and examinations of teacher/aide
credentials and/or instructional variables.

Utah, in an effort to increase its emphasis on monitoring for
quality, includes a section in its monitoring instrument on
"size, score, and quality." Monitoring for quality in Utah also

includes the use of forms on which LEA personnel comment on the
quality of the program. (See Exhibits B.l.f and R.l.g.)

Georgia developed a two-phase programmatic and compliance moni-

toring checklist. Part A of the Georgia checklist requires a .

composite monitoring by SEA staff of all the requirements of the
1978 legislation. SEA coniultants complete Part A for each LEA
receiving and expanding funds priir to project application
approval. The Part B checklist includes those requirements with
which the LEA must comply during the operation of the program.
Consultants complete this checklist during the onsite program

review. The Part B checklist contains items on program quality
and is presented here as Exhibit B.1.h. Note, also, another

variation on format.

PennsylvaniA includes items on "size, scope, and quality" in its

compliance checklist. (See Exhibit B.1:i.) In addition, the

state requires each LEA to complete a program description, which

also helps them-to monitor for quality. (See Exhibits B.1.j and
B.1.k.)

Virginia uses .an observation checklist as part ot its efforts to
monitor for quality,(see Exhibit B.1.1) and it is presented as
the final example in this section.

The examples presented for this section are from:

page,
a. Monitoring Report Form (Kansas) 51

b. Monitor-Ing Checklist (Illinois) 63

c. Consolidated Monitoring Form (New Jersey). . 73

d. Monitoring Checklist (Delaware) 91

e. LEA Self-assessment Form (Minnesota) 97-

f. Monitoring Instrument--SEA Use (Utah). .... . . . . 103

g. Monitoring Instrument--LEA Use (Utah) 105

h. .Monitoring Checklist (Georgia) . 107

i. Monitoring Checklist--SEA Use (Pennsylvania) . . 115

j.. Reading Monitoring Instrument--LEA Use (Pennsylvania) ly7
k. Mathematics Monitoring InstrumentLEA e

-

(Pennsylliania) 123,

. 1. Monitoring Checklist (Virginia) 129
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Exhibit B-la. Monitoring Report Form (Kansas) (page 1 of 11)

KANSAS SEA MONITORING REPORT FORM

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act requires State Departments of E(lucation to moni-
tor Title I programs at the local level. On-site visits provide State officials with an opportunity to fulfill this
responsibilitir and to offer educational leadership. This document contains questions related to the overall
operation of Title I. It is basically oriented to the legal requirements of Title I and should serve as a guide for
State and local officials to evaluate the compliance of their Title I programs.

. The SEA Title I office is'constantly monitoring the ESEA Title I programs. A formal on-site monitoring
visit will be conducted of each Title I program at least once every two years.

The monitoring/audit on-site visit will always be scheduled in advance. Therefore, the LEA will have suffi-
cient time..for review of the monitoring/audit questions prior to the visit. The on-site visit will normally con-
sist of an entry conference, site activities and an exit conference. The LEA should ensure that the appropri-
ate personnel are available to answer the monitoring/audit questions, to participate in the site activities and
to be involved in the entry and exit conferences.

:An on-site monitoring visit by the SEA Title I staff will result in a monitoring report citing areas of corn--
'Mance and noncompliance. The report will be submitted to the LEA within fifte:m (15) days of the on-site
monitoring visit. The report will detail the nature of any noncompliance situations and describe the necess-
ary actions which lire expected of Vie LEA in order to resolve the monitoring findings. Generally, the LEA
is given thirty (30) days to resolve the discrepancies. In all cases, the SEA will provide technical assistance
to facilitate the resolution of the monitoring findings.

j' n.al Regulation:4, 45 CFR 116.45 require an LEA to retain all Title I records for at least five years. If a
`1`it e I or other related 'audit is pending in the LEA. records must be retained until the audit findings are
resolved. The- LEA must. retain required information in an orderly filing system for easy retrieval of
records.

The Monitoring areas inclut :
( 1) Target Area.Selection
( 2) Needs Assessment l Student Selection
( 3) Comparability ,

:1) Parent A(Ivisory (ottncils
( 5) Private School Participation
( (i) Evaluation
( 7) In-Service
( 8) Dissemination
( 91 Financial Management
(10) Staff Assignments
(11 ) Equipment and Materials
(12) Administrative

Additional
Information

Acceptabk Is Needed

SELECTION OF TARGET AREAS

1. The district maintained worksheets to support the low-income figures on
the application.

2. 'Are the sources of data adequate and the most current available:

51 .
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Additional
boliwilastano

Acceptable, Is Needed.

COMMENTS:

. Exhibit Bla. (page 2 of 11)

3. Doei data include information on low-income children residing in the at-
tendance area who are: attending private schools, dropouts, residing in
institutions for the neglected and delinquent?

4. Do the numbers and percentages of low-income children for each eligible
public school attendance area coincide With the application?

5. If selection is based on the nuMber method,'is the estimatei number of
children from low-income families residing in each participating atten-
dance area as large as the average number of such children reskling in
the district as a whole?

xi If selection is based on the percentage method, is the estimated percen-
tage of children from low-income families residing in each participating
school attendance area.equal to or greater than such percentage for the
district as a whole?

7. If a combination of the pereentage and number methods is used, are the
number of project areas equal to or less than the number which wouhl be
designated if only one such method had been used?

8. If the district states that theentire schoolAistrict qualifies as a project
area based upon the no wide variance rule, is the variation between the
highest and the lowest concentraion of children from low-income
families equal to or less than one-third of the average percentage of
children from low-income families in the district as a-whole?

9. If selection is based on the 25 percent rule, is there a concentration or

low-income children of over 25 percent in the designated or all at. the
.several attendance areas as provided in Section 122(10?

10; The same criteria for determining low-income was used in all attendance
areas.

11. Are any attendance areas designa.:ed target areas based on the provision
that permits an area to be eligible if such area or school were eligible in
either of the two preceding fiscal years as Provided in Section 122(0?

12. Has the LEA ranked all attendance centers from high to low and served
all eligible attendance areas without skipping as provided in Section
122(0?
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'Exhibit 131a. (page 3 of 11)

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS - NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Additional
Information

Acce )table I. Needed

COMMENTS:

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

1. Lists of participants were available.
2. The most educationally deprived were selected to participate in accor-

dance with the approved project criteria:
3. There was additional testing to support any participants selected based

on teacher recommendations.
Is actual seIictiio, met hml in accordance wit h I he project application.

5. If selection is based on a screening device. are the scores of selected Title
I participants lower than the scores of non-Title I participants?

6. The participants reside in the target attendance area.
7. The instructional staff and aides are aware of the identity of the Title I

participants.
S. During the school year, does the LEA periodically check the growth of

Title I students aial move theta bad( to their regular class schedule if
they are no longer educationally deprived.

9. Is there a district-wide master list of eligible Title I participa»ts below
the cut-Off score on file at the central office ?

10. Is the LEA continuing to provide services to educationally deprived
children. that have transferred to ineligible areas or schools in the same
year as provided in Section 123 (c)?

COMPARABILITY

1. The district worksheets used to compute comparability were available.
2. Do worksheets list staff and salaries for each target school?
3. Do worksheets list staff and salaries for each non-target school ?
4. Are the totals of FTE staff in each target school (a) not greater than 105

percent of FTE staff average for non-target schools (b)?
5. Are salary totals for each target sChool (a) not less than 95 percent of the

salary average for,non-target schools (b) ?
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Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Exhibit 13-1.a (page. 4 of 11)

6. Procedure used by district to assure the maintenance of comparability
has been reviewed.

7. Grouping of schools was in accordance with CFR 116a.26i.
8. Are the same types of activities and/or services offered under Title I also

offered in the non-Title I schools with state and local funds?
9. If the same type of activity and/or service were offered in non-Title I

Schools with State and local funds, then determine that a comparable per- .
cent of service is offered with State and local funds in the Title I schools
by applying the federal audit formula.

10. Are exclusions or inclusions of Special Education and Bilingual program
students properly recorded?

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL

I. A building council is not required if there were not more than one (FTE)
Title I staff member and more than 40 participating students in each
target school.

2. If more than 40 participating students or more than one FTE Title I staff
in a building and less than 75 participating students, is a duly constituted
council formed? They must have at least a 3 member council composed of
at least a majority of parents of participating children and elected. (not
appointe(l) by parents in each project area.

3. Target areas with :I t least 75 or more participating students must have a
council of not less than 8 members elected by pl;rents in each project area.,

4. Is evidence available to indicate council members serve for a term of two
years and may be re-elected?

5. Is evidence available to indicate officers were elected after the council
was constituted and names of council members .made available to the
public?

6. Has a regular schedule of meetings been determined by the council?
7. Is evidence available to indicate that each advisory council has been given

responsibility for advising the LEA in the planning, implementation, and
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Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Exhibit Bla. (page 5 of 11)

evaluation of its Title.1 program? Is the information provided on a timely
basis before I he program is submitted to SEA to adequately consider the
program available?

S. Is evidence available ,to indicate each council member has been provided.
without charge, a copy of the Act, federal regulations and guidelines, and
State regulations and guidelines?

9. Review minutes of the PAC meetings.
10. Has a district-wide PAC been formed and composed of PAC building

council members elected to the district PAC by their respectNe councils?
11. Have private school officials and parents of private schools participating

Title I children been afforded PAC membership?
12. Is evidence available to indicate training programs have been-planned in

consultation with PAC members?
13. Have council members been provided with appropriate training materials

free of charge?
14. Review expenditure of Title I funds for training and other PAC activities

for allowable expenditures.
15. Are parents aware of the LEA's complaint prooedures?

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

PRIVATE SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

I. Were the private school officials consulted and involved in t he planning.
needs assessment and type of services offered to its eligible participants?

2. Has there been a separate needs assessment 'conducted for the nonpublic
school students?

3. Is there nonpublic representation on the PAC?
4. The participants reside in the atterdance area of the target school,
5. Level of funding per student ii the private school is at least equal to the

public school expenditure.
6. Equipment loaned to the private school is accounted for and adequately

controlled.
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Additional
Information

Acceable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

Exhibit Bla. (page 6 of 11)

7. The district has adequatelY managed and supervised the Title I resources-
used at theprivate school.

8. Has a private school official signed off on the nonpublic school certifica-
tion?

9. Evaluation data of private school participants must be included in the
LEA evaluation report.

10. 'Public school personnel made available to the private school on the pri-
vate school's premises are available only for special services not normally
provided by private schools.

EVALUATION

1. Is the evaluation design seen as an integral part of program planning?
2. Is there evidence to assure that the LEA has given due consideration to

the inclusion of components designed to sustain the achivements of
children beyond the school year in which the program is conducted?

3. Have the five basic procedures of implementation of Model A been
followed?
USE OF A STANDARDIZED TEST

TEST AT NORMING TIME

SELECT PARTICIPANTS. THEN PRETEST FOR EVALUATION
PURPOSES

USE SAME TEST FOR PRE AND POSTTESTING

FALL TO SPRING TESTING SPRING TO SPRING TESTING

4. Are precentile test results being collected?
5. Have evalunt ion results from the previous year lwen reported to t he PAC

aml other in:erested pemms?
Have past evaluation results been utiliwd in the current program plan-
ning and improvements?
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Additional
Informntion.

Acceptable. Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Exhibit Bla. (page 7. of 11).

7. Are evaluation resulta reviewed in relation to program objectives?
S. Are the evaluation instruments used in .pre/post testing the same as

specified in the program application?

IN-SERVICE

Review doeumentation to determine if the LEA program involving aides and volunteers has, in effect, a
well-dtweloped plan providing for coordinated programs of training in which aides, volunteers and the pro-
fessional staff whom they are aSsisting will participate together,

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

I. Review documentation of in-service training mid interview the person
responsible for in-service training..

.2. Has in-service training been implemented?
3. Are in-service training activities consistent with the det.Tription in the

program application?
4. Is in-service training stipplementary to district sponsored activities?
5. Do aides and professionals participate jointly in sessions?
6. Is staff knowledgeable of the Title I program objectives and activities.
7. Review expenditures related to in-service for its apPropriateness to the

program.
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Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Exhibit Bla. (page 8 of 11)
DISSEMINATION

I. Ilas a ilism.minal ion plan heen implemented in..accmilance with the ap-
proved project?

2. Dissemibation materials were available.
3. Has the dissemination effort, as implemented, actually informed parents

and community of the Title I program?
4. Has the dissemination effort, as implemented,. informed Title I staff and

district personnel, of program progress and the latest developments and
experiments in education?

5. What sources of dissemination local paper, radio station, in-service,
visitations, consultants, etc. are used by the LEA?

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1. Is there evidence of coordination between the Title I cooAinator and the
fiscal Office concerning expenditures, proper accounting of funds, budget
limitations, and audit procedures?

2. Are current expenditures and obligations consistent with the approved
budget?

3. Are past audit report recommerulations being implenwnted?
4. Are separate account ing procdures used for carry over funds?
5. Are there internal peritolic reports to assist in avoiding over/untler

spending in line items?
6. Has an indirect cost rat been approved awl ut
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Additional
Information

Acceptable I. Needed

COMMENTS:

Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

Exhibit B-la. (page 9 of 11)

STAFF ASSICNMENTS

I. Has the staffing proposed in the application been filled?
2. Are the actual duties of employees the same as proposed in the applica-

tion?
3. Are adequate time records maintained to verify those employees on a

partial salary with Title I funds?
4. Are Title I personnel supplementary to the district program and do not

supplant activities and services required by the district or offered to non-
Title I students by state/local personnel?

5. Does in-service training available to Title I instructional staff provide a
general overview of the Title I regulations?

6. Are personnel properly certified in subject and field requirements for
their particular assignment?

7. If support personnel are employed with Title I funds, are they providing
supplemental services to Title I instructional participants and not
general aid?

8. Is there an appropriate per-pupil expenditure of at least $300 for the
school year and not more than the district per-pupil cost?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

I. Review the updated inventory list and the equipment.
2. Is inventory list complete?
3. Is each piece of equipment properly marked?
4. Are the items purchased (and quantity) appropriate for the type of Title

I program connucted and the number of participants?
5. If on order, or to be ordered, will equipment arrive in sufficient time to

make an impact on the current program?
6. Has inventory been updated to eliminate equipment no longer appropri-

ate for the program?
7. Are materials supplementary to those supplied by the district?
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Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

,Acceehle

Exhibit Bla. (page 10 of 11)

8. Are requested materials being delivered in sufficient time to make an im-
pact on the current project?

9. Are materials and supplies used exclusively by Title I participants?

10. Review budget classification for expenditures on supplies and equipment
for appropriate line item budget.

Additional

Is Needed

ADMINISTRATIVE

1. Is evidence available to verify that teachers and school boards or coin-
parable authority responsible to the public with jurisdiction over the
schools, haVe been involved.in the planning of Title I and will be involved

in the evaluation of such program?
2. Review Procedures of the LEA that will permit parents of participating

children the opportunity to participate in the establishment of such pro-
grams. Parents are mforrned of, and permitted to make recommendations
with respect to. the instruct ional goals of the program and the progress of
their children, and such parents are afforded opportunities t.o assist their
children in achieving such goals.

a Review data used in determination of maintenance of effort.- Information

is consistent with other data reported to SEA, school lunch, 18E, finan-

cial reports.
4. Review LEA's written complaint procedures as required in Section 128.

5. If Title I staff were assigned non-instructional duties, certify that the
time involved does not exceed the same proportion of total time assigned
similarly situated personnel at the same site, or ten 10 percent, whichever

is less.
6. Review LEA's procedures for regular internal monitoring activities that

would spot present or future problems.
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Additional
Information

Acceptable Is Needed

COMMENTS:

Exhibit Bla. (page 11 of 11)

7. Has a regular term program been implemented if the LEA's allocation
exceeds $20,000?

8. Physical facilities are adequate for all activities.
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'..AME OF LEA:

Exhibit B-lb. Monitoring Checklist (Illinois) (page 1 of 10)

STATE BOARD C7 EDUCATION
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION

JOSEPH M. CRONIN
STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION

SEA MONITORING INSTRUMENT

COUNTY DISTRICT NO.

LEA'SUPERINTENDENT
TITLE I DIRECTOR

REVIEWED BY (SEA REPRESENTATIVE (S) POSITION

DATE OF DESK REVIEW DATE OF ON SITE VISIT

INSTRUCTIONS: This State Educational Agency (SEA) Monitoring Instrument is to be

used on two occasions: (1) prior to the monitoring visit, as a DESX

REVIEW; and (2) the instrument to be completed during the actual

SEA's ON SITE VISITATION. It has a two-fold purpose: (1) to deter-

mine the existence of fidelity between the contract, (ESEA Title I

Application, I.O.E. Form No. 20-06) and the actual on going Title I

instructional activities and their supportive services; and

(2) monitor the quality of each Title I program. These items reflec;

the goals of the monitoring component of the Compensatory Education,

(ESEA Title I) Section, Department of Federal and State Grants, of

the Illinois Office of Education.

Each user of this instrument, although it might appear to be a dupli-

cation of effort, must fully understand that it is not _ncommon to

discover differences between information given on the application and

the actual infcrmation gained from visiting an on going Title : pro-

gram at a local educational agency (LEA). With this in mind, both --

the DESK REVIEW and the ON SITE VISITATION poitions of this XonitorIng

Instrument must be completed. Use additional attachments if necessy.

Part I - Application File
AS WRITTEN
DESK REVIEW

IN ACTUAL=
0 s:Tr VISIT

A. Certification by board (page 21) Yes No Yes No

B. Date certified by board

C. Superintendent's signature Yes No Yes No

D. Date of Superintendents signature Yes No Yes No

(Sequence)

Z. Maintenance of Fiscal Effort Statement Yes No Yes No

Fiscal Effort within 5% tolerance Yes No Yes No

If answer is no, explain reason briefly:

F. Number of eligible (number used for
grant) children in district (page 2; #2)

G. Number of public schools

H. Number of private schools with children

living in district
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I. Source for determining number from

low*income families
-1. U.S. Census Bureau

2. Aid for dependent children

3. Foster children (DCFS)
(Explain and document)

Exhibit B-lb. (page 2 of 10)

-

J. Number of low-income (used for
establishing target schools) - children

in district

K. Concentration of children from low-

income families (may use LEA's

criteria ) ( page 2; 4.8)

L. 1. Information used to determine
;

target areas correct Yes No Yes No

2. Applied uniformly Yes No Yes No

11.

----

1. Program period:
Beginning Date Day Mo. Yr. Day Moo a.

Ending Date Day Mo. Yr. Day Mo. Yr.

" Nunber of children participating".

0. Regular school program? Yes No Summer? Yes No Both? Yes Nc

?. Statement of assurance is included Yes No Yes No

(page 20)

'art II - Administrative

A. Central, office staff:

1. Administrative staff
(a) Full time director
(b) If not full time, report

Other source of funding

(1) FTE % Title I

(2) Other Federal

B. Review of Director's Contract

Yes No no

(agrees with FTE) Yes Yes No

. Director job description (page 5.,

of application) Yes- -No Yes No

D. Full time
(if no, list other duties)

(a) Duties agree with job description Yes No Yes No

E. Other Administrative Staff supporting
Title I Program

1. Title I Funds - number
2. -.Name of Person(s) Duties

(use attachment if necessary)

F. 'ther Title I LEA personnel Yes No Yes No

G. Number of persons
Name of Person
Title
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11. Size or program justifies
administrative cost
Comments:

Exhibit B-lb. (page 3 of- 10)

Yes No Yes No

I. Supervision appears excessive Yes No Yes No l

Comments:
(1) Supervisory
(2) Teachers
(3) Clerical

J. Inventory: -

(1 Title I equipment Yes , No Yes No

(2) Properly labeled
(3) Used accordins to Title I

regulations Yes No Yes No

If no, comment:

(4) Inventory Continued
(a) Date of Purchase
(b) Description
(c) Cost

(5) New equipment is needed for

.
Title I (Current program) Yes No Yes No

K. Fiscal Review
(1) Fiscal reco.rds are accessable Yes No

(2) The project director is
familiar with the budget Yes No

(3) The fund flow from state Yes No

is normal Yes No Yes No `-

(4) Funds are being obligated
on time Yes No

(5) Funds are encumbered appropriately Yes No

If no, explain:

A. No encumberance before
approval date

(6) Monthly accounting reports
(IDE 50-64) have been
submitted for the appropriate
periods

(a .Disburse for allowable
expenses
A. Salaries
C. Transportation
D. 0ther_

(8) The amount of carry-over
funds available

(9) Total amount budgeted for
equipment

(10) Total amount encumbered for
equipment

Yes . No
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Exhibit B-lb. (page 4 of 10)

(11) Equipment has been delivered
Yes No

If no, explain:

(12) Compare actual expenditures
with proper budget line items Yes No Yes No

L. System-wide PAC's
.

(1) There it a system-wide PAC Yes No Yes No

\i,(2) Number, of members

(3) Number of members who are
parents of participating children

(4) ...Meeting dates

(5) Minutes of meeting on file
Yds No

(6) Minutes distribUted to members Yes No

(7) Each eligible attendance center
represented on system-wide PAC

(a) The LEA supports PAC's .

financially Yes No Yes No

(b) Total cost of PAC support $ ' $

(c) The average expenditure per
.

PAC member $ S

(d) There is an established
grievance procedure Yes No Yes No

(e) Information is disseminatd
to parents on a regular basis

as needed? Yes No Yes No*

(f) Number of PAC members
')

(g) Non-public participation? Yes No Yes No

.,. In-Service Education
, ....

(1) Special inservice education
program for Title I personnel Yes No Yes No

(2) Dates conducted
from to

(3) Joint inservice with teachers

and aides Yes No Yes No*

(4) Inservice for special Title 1

personnel
Dates cond,...;:ec.'

(5) Title I inservice for sChool
administrative personnel Yes No, Yes No

N. , Comparability
(1) System is in compliance with

: comparibility requirements Yes 'N.o Yes No

If nol. commentl

0. Preliminary asssessment,nf needs
documentation used in assessing
needs is on file in the Director's

office Yes No Yes

P. Two or more sources of data were
used,in assessing needs Yes No Yes
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Q. At least one source of assessment
was objective data
'Persons involved in assessing

needs:
(1) Classroom teacher(s)
(2) Title I teacher(s)

(3) Aid(s)
(4) Aid(s)

(5) Title I Supervisory Personnel
(6) Supervisor component program

(non-Title I)',

(7) Others (please list)

(8)

Exhibit B-/b.

Yes No

(page 5 of 10)

Yes No

Yes No Yes No

.Yes No Yes No,.
Yes No Yes :o ..--
Yes No Yes No

Yes No
......-.

Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No .Yes No

(9)
Yes No Yes No

(10) Yes No Yes No

(11) Survey instruments used Yes No Yes No

Needs assecsment data is on file
in the Tit1.1, I teacher's station

The educational plan for each
project participant is congruent
with identified needs

Performance objecAves for the
project participants reflect the
assessed needs

R. Evaluation
(1) Evaluation plan relited to

objectives
L2) Evaluation reports are on file

S. Supportive Services (Title I Support)4

(1) Supportive services utilized
inclhde:,-.1

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes_ No

YeS .No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

(2) Approximate percent of total
grant funds used for supportive
.activities (including staff)

(3) 'The supportive services.are
supplementaryAteffective

" -instructional in the Title I
' program as identified in the
project nariativd

. Monitoring
(1) The monitoring program is adequate

(2) Program monitoring is conducted
by Title I officer

(3) There is a feed back system
operating from the school level
to the central office
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Part III - TARGET SCHOUL LEVEL REVIEW:

Name of School
Grade Range
Grades Served by Title I

Exhibit B-lb. (page 6 of 10)

1. Is a copy of the Title I
application on file in the
principal's office? I Yes No Yes

IN.

No

2. Does the principal understdnd the
nature ot the Tit.1 I program? Yes No Yes No

Comments:

3. Is there a list of Title I
personnel? Yes No Yes No

4. Is there a schedule for Title I
personnel? Yes No

5. Is the equipment in place? Yes No

6. Is the equipment being utilized
properlyfor eligible participants
only? Yes No

7. Is the equipment properly marked? Yes No ,

8. Is the disposition of old equipment
occurring on schedule, if necessary? yec No

9. Are Title I teachers knowledgeable
of the purposes of Compensatory
Education and the State guidelines? Yes No

10. Are participating chidren clearly-
identified according to selective

criteria? Yes No

11. Sources used to identify eligible
children include: (on site)

A.

B.

C.

D.

12. Is objective data on file at
the teacher station to justify
the diagnosis and prescriptions
of participating children? Yes No

13. Is there a workable relationship

.- between regular teachers and
Title I teachers? Yes No

14. Briefly describe the efforts to
bring about a more effective working
relationship between the two staff:

(on site only)

15. Are Title I teachers and aides
certified in the areas in which
they are assigned? Yes No
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Exhibit B-lb. (page 7 of 10)

16. Are Title I teachers' credentiali

equal to or exceed the regular
staff?

Yes No

17. Is the participating child
receiving the full benefits of
the Compensatory Education Program? Yes No

If not, comment:

18. The ESEA Title I program does
not represent "a school within a
school" appearance (eg. Self
contained classroom?

19. Has the principal developed and
coordinated efforts between
Title I and regular programs?

20. Ddes schedule and size of groups
allow for sufficient time for
individualized compensatory
activities?

21. Teachers' records indicate:
(1) individualized planning and

(2) evaluation for each child

22. Is modification of treatment of
'activities made periodically?
Results, observations, tests, etc.;
How?
Results

23. Ara appropriate methods and materials
being utilized to meet objectives?

24. Are supplies and equipment adequate
to implement the program?

25. Are facilities adequate to implement
the program?

26. Are treatment activities consistent
with performance objectives in the

proposal?
If not, explain:

27. Were members elected by parents in
a public election?

28. -Are regular meetings held, at least
three times a year?
How many PAC meetings per year?

29. Are minutes of the meetings on file at

school?
30. Is the PAC actively involved in the

.planning, operation, and evaluation
of the Title I project?

72

Yes No

Yes v,

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No ,

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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31. Is PAC furnished copies of Guidelines,
Exhibit B-lb. (page 8 of 10)

tvaluation reports, progress reports,
eta., as may be needed for their
effective involvement in Title I

activitits?
Yes No

32. Are parunts regularly informed about

Title I activities (newsletters, reports,

etc.)?
33. Axe parents regularly informed and

consulted about services provided
their child, their child's progress,
and ways they can assist their child

in maximizing the benefits those
Services are intended to provide?

Yes No

34. Are parents of non-public school children

members of PAC?

Yes No

Yes No

?art IV - SUMMARY OF REVIEW (To be completed after (except 4) on-site visitation)

All known violations have been

identified?

2. The local system has been informed

of each violation or will be notified

in writing?

3. Date o written notification by SEA

Personne

4. Does this appear to be an exemplary

'program? If yes, explain:
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Yes

Yes No

Yes

Yes No
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Signature

Date of Desk Review

Signature

Data (after on-site visit)

B -lb. (page 9 of 10)

Signature of Assistant Director of Compensatory Education (ESEA Title I) Section,

Department of Federal and State Grants, Illinois Office of Education

Signature

Date (aftet on-site visit)

Comments:

Signature of Director of Compensatdry Education (ESEA Title I) Section, Department

of Federal and State Grants, Illinois Office of Education

Signature

:late (after on-site visitation)

Program Assistance Team Notified (after visit) Yes No Yes No

Date of Notification

ComMents:
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Exhibit Blb. (page 10 of 10)

-)ocumentátion should be on file for each of the listed items. The district may wish to

71aintain a separate folder for each item.

1. Data on selection of eligible attendance areas. Include data from private schools if

applicable. 116.20(p.42917)*

2. The budget and financial records system. 116.42c(p.42906)*

1. Needs assessment data: Information from standardized tests and surveys. 116a.21(p.42918)*

4. Data to support the priority ranking Of needs. 116a.21(a)(b)(p.42918)*

5. Documentation for any supportive services being provided with Title I funds. 116.40b

(p.42906); 116a.21a,f(p.42918)*

6. Documentation concerning performance objectives for each phase of the project.

116a.22b(p.42918)*

7. Pretest information. 116.47(p,42907)*

8. The criteria used by the district for,selecting participants. 116a.21(d)(e)(p.42918)*

9. Individual records of participating children. 116.47(p.42907) 116a.21f(p.42918)*

10. The school's plan for evaluation. ,116.43(p.42906)*

11. Previous year's project evaluation and how it affected program planning for the current

year. 116.43(p.42906)*

12. Inf
person

tion on plans f nservice training for professional and paraprofessional

42906) *

13. Evidence of dissemination of info

to the community. 116.44(p.42907)*

ion concerning the project within the-district and

14. Data on participation by private schools. 116a.23(p.42919)*

15. The list of parent council members and records of meetings. (The evaluation team will

interview representative parents of children participating in a pithram). 116a.25(p.42920)*

16. Information on the role of parents in program planning and implementation. 116a.25(p.42920)*

17. The Comparability Report and supporting data. 116a.26(p.42921)*

18. The most recent audit, internal CPA. 116.42c(p.42906)*

19. Job descriptions for administrators, supervisors, teachers, and aides. 116.4U(p.42906)*

20. Certification records for Title I staff. (School Code, Stae of Illinois)*

21. Equipment inv r tory. 116.42(p.42906)*

22. Revisions and amendments, if any.

23. Financial records to support the maintenance of fiscal effort from State and local funds.

116.19(p.42905)*

*Reference is the Federal Register,
September 28, 1976, which has been distributed to all

school districts and Educational Service Region Supenintendents.
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Exhibit 8-1c. Consolidated Monitoring Form (New Jersey) (page 1 of 17)

STATZ 07 NEW =SZE DiPAMENT 07 EDIICITION
Division of School ?rograns

Bureau of Title T./Migrant, ESEA

71'81 MCNITCIMIG =MT

DISTLIC: CM=
SEAL 3SESESMTIITTES

(Far State Use Only)

1 7arr.A
(S1)

CONCEN
.

CO,

:s

Reallocation
(80)

Ocer spec. total

Amount

Patti-
citents

i

t __ 1.

ZA FM.SONNEL, 7217:3.

PROCZAM .4.8EAS ITTIEWEn

7itle
?arts A i 3

L. RASIC aau

2. NON-7123LIC 2:1401.7=rr

3. ?ARENTAL 7.21701.7=S717

N=S ASSESS=

3. PRCGRAd Public

AC:177=3: Non-Public
Neg. a Dol.

6. S08:=7E 47.37:CES

7. :NM:7:CE ACT:77=S

3. DISSEKENC:CN

?RCGRAM OPTIAT:CN/
7."..27.Mr-ITACZON

10. T7ALCAT:C3 =SI=

L. F:SCAL: Audi:
inventor?
s:4=parabi1J.177

OC.-T17S

IIMMI11.1V

Sec. 171 ;:a, (3) Sec. 165, Sec. 127(1) 73



Exhibit B-lc. (page 2 of 17)

I3 documentation available to verily:

1. School residents data sources for compiling
the total resident children; (p. 4, item A5

and P. 2, item 2) Sac. 122

2. The primary and secondary sources checked
for determining the number of children
from taw income families, (p. 3, item D

Sec. 122

3. The use of weighted factors in determining
the eligible attendance areas. Sec. 122

4. The determination of eligible attendance

area(s). (Underline appropriate one(s)

Page:5-. Sec. 122

'. NWV

Total Number Free Lunch

Enrollment (District Enrollment (School)

District ae a Whole Previous Year(s)

TC

Type of
Douumentation

documentation available to verify:

The consultation and plqrmirtg arrangements
with non-public school representatives reported

on page 4, itam 1. Sec. 150 (a)

The information reported in item
regarding recammendatione.

II, page 4

3. The information reported in item 111, page 4

for recommendations not adopted.

4. The involvement of the non-public school
personnel reported in item 1, page 4.

S. Are there equitable special educational
services and arranqements. Sec. 130(a)

.RECCMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS

STA= :EE AREAS NEEDING 7ECENICAL ASSISTANCE

74

717



Exhibit B-1c. page 3 of 17)

A. SELECTION PROMS

Is documentation available to verily:\

1. The total number of eligible resident students
for the required grade Levels CP-NP-N a D)
(pp. 10, 11, 12, 13.) Sec. 124 (b), 127 (c)

. A district-wide standard or norm for the
required grade levels (pp. 10, 11, Col. A,
p. 11, Col. C). Sec. 124 (b), 137 (h)

3. The Committee process implemented to
establish the district-wide standard or'norm.
Sec. 124 (1)(j), Sec. 130 (a)

4. Tha determination of the native language \
of all eligible resident students.

5. The methods and dates of assessment by grade
level (pp. 10, 12, Cal. C., pp. 11, Col- 3, p.13)\

Sec. 124 Cbj, 127 (c)

5. The number of students at or above the
district trinr42-rd or dorm by grade level

41C (pp. 10, 11, 12, Col. E.) Sec. 124 (b), 127 (c)

:ea 7. The number of students below district
standard or norm by grade,level. (pp. 10, 11,

12, Col. F.) Sec. 124 (b), 127 (c)

S. The number of students by grade level whose
native language is ocher than English who fell

below the district standard or norm. (pp. 10,

13, Col. ?; p. 11, Col. 11)

9. The total number of educationally deprived
eligible to participate in the Language
Experience Project. (p. 10, Col. G.) Sec. 124 (b)

10. :he criteria or cut-off poihi'applied for
participant selection for each project area
(p. 10, Col. R; p. 11, Col. ?; p. 12, Cal. G;

p. 13) Sec. 123, Sec. 124 (b)

11. The total number of project participants by

project area and by grade level (2. 13, Col. 1;

p. 1 1, Col. G, p. 12, Col. H) Sec. 1:4 (b),

127 (c)

12. The total =bar of students selected to parti-

cipate is consistent with the individual

school tot2is by grade level (p. 14)Sec. 123,

-Sec. 124 (b)
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 4 of 17)

S. OETERMINAT:ON OF SPEC:AL 1E=DS

Is docuriencation available co veri.ly:

1. All s=dents elected co participaca i3
aach prwlect area were assessad t2
decarhine chair special meads in :be
cognitive, affective, psythanotcr,,social health
areas (p. 16) Sec. 124 Ca) (3)

"!.

RECOMMENDA.TIONS/COMMENTS

STATE THE AREAS NEEDING TEC:MICAL ASSISTANCE

76
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 5 of 17)

Is documentation available to verify:

1. The data of progrma implementation (p. 1) Sec. 121

2. The total number of participating students

by grade, schaol,and component.Bec. 121, 123 (a)

124 (a)(b)

3. The district is implementing project activities

as outlined. Sec. 121, 124 (d)

4. The schedule of activities is consistent

with plan (17. 16) Sec. 121

a. weekly
b. average time

c. staff

3. The specific needs are being attended to

through each instructional project as

outlined (p.I6) Sec. 124 (d)

A. COGNITIVE
B. AFFECTIVE
C. PSTODHOTOR
D. HEALTH/SOCIAL

6. Staff assignments and responsibilitiee

as described in the application are being

implemented. (pp. 16 and 17) Sec. 121, 124 (d)

7. Cooperative planning did occur with teachers,

principals and other school staff? Sec, 124.(i)

Yes No

8. Title I supplements the educational program.

(p. IS) Sec. 126 (b)(c)(d)

9. Inventory of Title I. equipment and materials

for each project school (pp. 16 and 22). Sec. 124

General Prov. for Programs Reg. Sec. 100(b)215

10. All Title I equipment is properly labeled and

utilized. Sec. 123(a).and Sec. 124 (m)
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Exhibit 8-1c. (page 6 of 17)

11. Students were dropped from Title I program?

Yes No

If yes, Why?

If students were replaced, is documentation
available to verify the criteria used for
selection? (pp: 10, 11,12, and 13). Sec. 123

Sec. 124(b)
12. The monitoring process has been implemented

as reported on Page 20. Sec. 124 (m)

13. Each child added to the program will
participate a minimum of four months. Sec. 124(d)

14. Parent participation in project level
act-Wities. (p. 19)

15. Title : personnel participated in the
In-Service program. (p. 19). Sec. 124(aland (l)

16. Pre-testing was implemented as outlined.
(p.20,Col. F)

17. Is there a schoolwide project? Yes No

Sec. 133

18. Is the'schoolwide project consistent with
needs assessment, instructional program
approved by the SEA? Sec. 133(b) (1) (A)

and (8).

19. Are there non-Instructional duties for more

than 10; of their total time?
Sec. 134
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VIP

Exhibit B-lc. (page 7 of 17)

Is there documentation co verily:-

1. The total number of children receiving
Title / supportive services. (p. 16) Sec. 123 (a)

and 124 (a) (b)

2. The implementation of supportive services
as stipulated. (p. 16)

3. Each child receiving Title I funded supportive
services is participating in at least one of
:he instructional projects. Sec. 124 (a) (b)

A The identification of individual aeeds of
participating students receiving supportive

services. (p. 19) Sec. 124(e)

3. An effort, in each case, to uti2.412 ocher

resources far supportive serviciS rior to

using Title t funds.. Sec. 121 and Sec. 124(f)(1)

6. The implementation oi supportive staff responsi-

bilities as described in the application. (p.17)

Sec. 121

41.
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TO 7HE RE7IITIER: Enter type of service
provided.
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gxhibit 8-1c. (page 8 of 17)

Is documentation available to verity:

1. Determination of needs for the in-service

plan. (pp. 9,18) Sec. 124(a) and (1)

Z. Activities for the Title t in-service c-aining

have been implemented for the following

population(s) (pp. 9, 18) Sec. 124(a) and (1)

Staff

as per appli- L'arent Council

cation

3, Training program summaries, attendance
records and/or evaluation reports of idlervice

training on file. (p. 18) Sec. 124a) and.(1)

SZalf

as per appli- Parent Council

cation

Are in-service trafing program(a)

conducted by sublontracror(s)? Sec. 124(a)and,(1)

Yes No

(pp. 9, 18 Item 4)

48. If yes, are the follawing documents available:

(a) request for proposal or a description

of activities where sole source agreement(S)

exist.

(b) REP approval letter fiam SEA.

(c) contract(s) for services.

(d) contrzct approval letter from SEA,

(e) evidence that sub-contractor(s) is meeting

outlined responsibilities. ,

NC
TYPE OF

.DOCDMMTATION

RECCX0MNDATIONS/CTIMITS

STATE 7IE AREAS NEEDING TECENICAL ASSISTANCE
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Exhibit B-ic. (page 9 of 17)

Is documentation available to verify:

1. Dissemination plan as outlined has been
implemented. (pp. 9, 19) Sec. 125(c)(1)(2)

Sec, 127(c), 133(h)

2. Procedures established to respond to
specific requests for information.

Yes Na

3. Information has been provided'for parants
whose dominant language is not English.

Yes No

4. Information has been disseminated to ceachers
and administrator on the lacest developments
and experiments in education. (p. 19) Sec. 124

(a) and (1)

NC
TYPE OE

DOCUnNTATION

RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS

STATE THE AREAS NEEDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

0
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 10 of 17

1. The implementation of the organizational
chart of the,ESEA Title I program indicating

those who are funded by the local board and

thote funded by Title 1.

2. The functions of the personnel involved in

the following areas: (p. 20) Sec. 124 (m)

Administration of the program
Supervision of the program

3. The relationship of the following in the
-program administration: Sec. 124 (m)

Parent Council
Non-Public Schools
Neglected and Delinctient

4. A list of all itaff (instructional, supportive

and administrative) partially or,totally funded.

General Prov. for Programs Reg. App. C Part

10 b a. What portion by Title I funds

b. Time sheets for partially funded
staff

3. All staff positions outlined in FY 80 program
'application have been fill,ed for che.following

project areas: Sec. 121

Language Experience
PEP
Computational Skills

?re-K
Kindergarten

6. Work schedules of all staff. 'Sec. 121

7. A procedure fpr.reporting to the Title I

Central Office fram the local project staff

and administrator. (p, 20) Sec, 124 '(i)

8. A systematic flow of Title I program
information from the Central Office to the

project start and administrator. (p. 20)

Sec. 124 (i)

9. Cooperaiive planning with the Title I Central

Office and che follOwing:
(Public & Non-Public) Sec. 124 (i)

Principals
;Supervisors
Loal School Staff
Parents
Administrators

10. Mgnitoring of local school Title, / projects
by Administracive.staff as outlined in the

application. Sec. 124 (g) (1) and 183 (g)
a

11. Pre 'and post-cestins administered by LEA
as outlined in the application. Sec. 124(g)(2i:

82
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 11 of 17)

Is documentation available to verify:

1. U. project participants (P-NPN & D) were
pre-tasted according to the dates outlined.
(p.20) S'ec. 124(g) (1) and'183 (d)and (f)

2. "lb. district implemented a process for evaluating
the prioritized special needs that will be
addressed in the Title I program in the
following areas: (p. 20) Sec. 124 (b) (3)

COGNITIVE NEEDS
*AFFECTIVE NEEDS
PSYCHOMOTOR'NEEDS

'SOCIAL/UEALTE NEEDS

3. Is there'eVidence chat the district has Imple-
mented the ongoing evaluation plan outlined
on pages 20 encompassing the following process":
Sec. 124 (g) (2)

(a) Pre-cest data results provided to
classroom/pioject staff

(5) Up-co-dace progress reports and other
information recorded in student
files. Sec. 124.(g) (3)

(c) PrOgram modifications or changes
resulting .from student achievement or
regression.

(d) Specifid.personnel assigned to
coordinate evaluation dace collection
activities.

4. Does the distrl,pt Conduct its evaluation of the
Title / Program by using;

(a) District Personnel Only

(b) District Personnel and Outside
Evaluation Consultants

(c) Usi.nr! Only Outside Evaluators

83
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 12 of 17)

3. If an outside sub-contractor is responsible
for the evaluation of the Title I Progxem.
is there evidence of:

(a) A Request for Proposal or a descrip-
tion of activities in instances
where "sole source" agreement exist.

(b) An approval letter fram the SEA

(c) A Contract Zor Services

(d) SEA Approval Latter for Contract

(a). Evidence that the sub-contractor is
meeting the responiibilities as
outlined in the proposal and contract.

6. Has evaluation model been implemented?

NC
rrPE OF

DOCUMENTATION

RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS

STA= THE AREAS SEEDLYG TECENICAL ASS/STANCE

84



Exhibit B-1c. (page 13 of 17)

/s documentation available to verify:

1. The following documents were given to the
parent douncil members: (p.5 ) Sex. 125(c)(1)(2)

a. N.J. FT 80 Instructional
Manual'

b. federal Regulations
c. Parent Handbook.

d. Current Application
e. Title I Act

2. Parent Council involvement in the following
activities: (p. 5) Sec. 124 (j), 125(b)

a. identificatinn of Needi

b. Project Planning and implementation

c. Project Review
d. EValuation

3. The meeting when parent council members
presented their rdcommendations regarding t''e
current application (date of meeting

(7. 3, izam 3) Sec. 124 (j), 125 (b)

4. , The electIon process as described has been

',implemented. (p. 6, item 31) and B2 Sec. 125(a):

(1)(A)and (2)(A) (1)

5. Parent Council meetings, as indicated, have
.heen_implemonted. uh.-114itara-35)

6. (a) Title I parent councils have been
established at ;he local school level.
Yes No

Sec. 125(b) and (2)(C).
(b) The structural relationship of the

Central and local council consistent with
application'specifications. (p. 6, item 54)

7. A formal document .(contiitution/by laws) is in
existence and is used to govern the composition
and activities of the parent council.

S. The grievance procedures has been used. (p. 7,
item BS) Sec. 128 (1)(2)(3)(4)

88

TYPE OF
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Exhibit B-1c. (page 14 of 17)

9. The meeting when chs general public was given

aa opportunity to present its views regarding

the current application. (data of meeting

). (p. 7 item C).Sec. 127(c)

10. List of Parent Council that will function

during the current year. (p. 8)

IL Parent Council training programs as outlined

have been implemented. (p. 9) Sec. 125(d)

g uc

TYPE OF
DOCUMENTAT:ON

-

RECOMODATIONS/COMMEITS

STATE 7F4AREAS NEEDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE



Exhibit 3-1c. (page 15 of 17).

Is documentation available to verify:

I. Are the obligations to date consistent with

approval budget? Sec. 124(m)

2. Are Budget Account Series traisfers in

excess of la approved by NJDEI Sec. 124(m)

3. Are monthly reports made to-the program

director on the status of Title I funds?

Sec. 124(m)
4. Are previous On-Site recomendations complied

with? Sec. 124 (m)

a. Are outstanding audit report recom-
mendations being taplemented?

Sec. 124 (I)

5. Are commitments made after approval date only?

Sec. 124 (m)
.a. Are obligations liquidated within

time limit?
;

6. Is there a current inventory of Title I equip-.

ment costing S100 or more, and all equipment

on loan to non-public schools? Sec. 127 (a)

iN4 7. Are procedures in effect.to insure that'Titie
th. equipment is' properly used by public and con-

public schools? Sec. 126 (b), (C), (d)

8. Are time sheets kept for part-time or partially

funded Title I personnel? General Provisions for

programs Regulations, App. C, Part 11,3,106

9. (a) In event of carry-over, was amount
reported on Financial Report? Sec. 124 .(m)

(b) Are separate accounting maintained for

each source of funds Part A-B-C, and

carry-over? Sec. 124(m)

10. (a) Are Financial'Reports and Fund Requests

filed when due? Sec. 127(a)

(b) Axe cash bclances maintained at a

miniuum working level? Sec. I24(m)

11. Did the district subMit FY 79 report-fdr-

comparabili ty ? Sec . 126 (e)

a. Are worksheets on comparability

available? Sec. 126(e)

11. According to Comparability Worksheets:

a. Is the
e ratio of staff to pupils comparable

for all Title / Schools in relation to

non-Title I Schools? Sec. 126(e)

b. Is the expenditure per pupil for instruc-

tional salaries (line) also comparable?

Sec. 126(e) 87 90

d.NC
0

TYPE OF
DOCUMENTATION



Exhibit B-1d. (page 16 of 17)

13. Has Reimbursement to State of New Jerser-
Pension and Social Security (Schedule A and
B) been filed? Sec. 124(m)

14. Are payments supported by adequate evidence
of the delivery ofgoods or performance to

4 services? Sec. 124(m)

15. Have all Free Balances per ESEAr-I Final
Financial Report and Audit Liquidation
Schedule been refunded? Sec. 124(m)

16. Do the Board minutes show the date and formal
action designating authorized representative
of LEA for program application? Sec. 124(m)

17. Do Board minutes show approval of the
Title I program? Sec. 124(m)

Part A

Carry,-over
Impact Aid.
Reallocation

NC
TYPE OF

DOCUMENTATION

RECCMMENDATIONS/COMMLITS

STATE THE AREA NEEDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
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s
5I 4. :he number below Standard Level of English
tag Language Proficiency. (p. IL, Col. Z)

a Sec. 124 (m)
d
4 5. :.! an ENGL:SE AS A szcon LAscuAGE Project is

ci being conducted, is there documencacion that the

Z scudents were assessed to dacermine their
CCGN:=1.2 NEEDS in thac area (ENGL:SE LINGZAGE

r

m PROFIC:ENCT)

Exhibit B-/c. (page 17 of 17)

Ts documencacion available to erify:

1. :ha mechods and daces of ASS4SSMent co determine

English Language-Proficiancy. (p. tr, col. a)

Sec, 124 (a)
I.

2. :he method of determining of .

English Language Proficiency. (p. 1, Col. C)

Sec. :24 (m) 1

3. :he number of students ac or above Standard
Level of English Language Proficla cy. (p. IL,

Col. 3). Sec. 124 Cm)

IC I Nc
17PE OF

3
5. Sil:NCZAL Prc,!ect Ls being conducted, iS

there coc=encation that the student ware

assasse! iz :he English Lan21.:aaa and

:heir 1Tative Lahzuaae.

RECCMYEZIDA=NS/CCMMEN:S

STATE :HE AazAs NEED:NG - :CAL ASS:STANCE

89
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Exhibit B-ld. Monitoring Checklist (Delaware) (page 1 of 6)

MONITORING CHECKLIST - E.S.E.A. TITLE I

LEA/SA: Date of Visit:

Project Title:

Project Director:

Members of Monitoring/Evaluation Team (Circle One):

Regulatory
Referencn

/tem Yus No Comment

g 126 (c) Does the project utilize federal
funds to supplement and not supplant
the regular school program?

g 124 /s the project being operated in
I

accordance with the approved project
application?

g 127 (a)

(b)

(c)

/s the LEA submitting the requir
reports?

Does the LEA keep adequate reco4ds
which fully disclose the amount and
disposition of Title / funds an
such other records as will fabilitate
an effective audit?

.

' .111.iMma

g 122 Is the prOect operating at the
designated target schools?

Are data available to verify target
school selection?

Are only eligible schools being
served?

91
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Exhibit B-1d. (page 2 of 6)

Regulatory

..E-J=Mg.t=m.

§ 123
124(b)

,

Item Yes No Comment

Has a satisfactory needs assessment
been done for the current year?

Are data available to justify the
current years' program?

Does the needs assessment identify
educationally deprived children in
all eligible attendance areas?

Are the selected children those with
the greatest need for special
assistance?.

Are the general instructional areas
defined?

Have specific educational needs
been determined?

.

§ 126(e) Does the LEA meet comparability
requirements:

.

§ 127(c) Does the LEA make the application
and all pertinent documents related
thereto available to parents,
teachers, and other members of the
general public?

§ 125(a) Is there a district-wide PAC?

§ 125 Are there local school PACs where
necessitated by law?

§ 125 Are there eight council Members who
have been elected by parents for
two year terms?

.

§ 125 Have Council Officers been elected?

Sept. 28,
Federal
Register

1976 Does the LEA have evidence to
indicate that parents have consented
to have their name used in PAC
activities?

92
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Exhibit B-1d. (page 3 of 6)

Regulatory
1 Item

e ..#

Yes No Comment

§ 125 Are there a sufficient number of
meetings par year?

Sept. 28,
Federal
Register

1976 Does the LEA have documentation that
all parents in each eligible
attendance area have been given the
opportunity to elect PAC members?

.

.

§ 125 Are meetings held on schedules and
at locations determined by the PACs?

§ 125 Have elections of members of PAC
groups been conducted as planned?

0 .

§ 125 Have the necessary documents been
provided without charge to council
members? .

§ 125 Have councils been involved in the
planning, implementation, and
evaluation of the prograM?

§ 125 Is the training program de3cribed in
the project being implemented?

Has each member of each Council been
provided with, appropriate training
materials? .

§ Does the district have documentation
that advisory council members were
consulted in the establishment of
training programs?-

§ kas the district developed Jritten
procedures for the resolution of
complaints?

§ 124(h) aas the district disseminated
significant information to teachers
and administrators derived from

educatiOnal research, demonst.ration
.

and similar projects?

9 5
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.Exhibit B-ld. (page 4 of 6),

Regulatory Item Yes No Comment

§ 128(4) Has the LEA provided for the
dissemination of the resolution of
complaints?

§ 127(a)

-

Does the LEA maintain an adequate
Inventory of materials and equip-
ment?

Have all project staff positions
listed in the approved project been
filled?

§ 134 Does the LEA have documentation that
personnel paid totally from Title /
funds spend no more than 10% or no
more than a regular school employee
spends (whichever is less) of their
time in certain limited, rotating.,
supervisory duties not related to
classroom instruction?

§ 124(1) Has the LEA provided inservice
training to project staff?

§ 124(d) Is the program as currently operated
--af-suffIelent_s_ize, scope, and
quality to give-reasonable promise
to substantial progreas towecd
meeting the special eduOational
needs of the children being served?

§ 123 Are funds allocated to eligible
schools based on the numbers and
needs of children to be served?

§ 124(f) Can the LEA document that it has
taken into consideration benefits
and services which are or may be
available through other public or
private agencies, organizations, or
Individuals? .

§ 124(i) Can the LEA document that teachers
and school board members have been
involved in the planning and
evaluation of the program?

.
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Exhibit B-1d. (page 5 of 6)

Regulatory
Reference

Item 1 Yes No .Comment

§ 124(g) (2) Moes the'LA evaluation plan
.

include t#e collection and analysis
of data relating to the degree to
which the program has achieved its
goal?

§ 124(g) (2) Has the LEA made provisions that
will measure educationa/ achieve-
ment over at least a twelve month
period?

Are the results of evaluations
being utilized in planning for and
'improving projects and activities
carried out under this title in
subsequent years?

April 4, 1978
Federal
Register
§ llbc.12

Does the LEA have procedure which
can be used to determine the
special educational needs of
program participants?

April 4, 1978
Federal
Register
% llbc.12

Has the LEA identified those
program participants with the most
serious educational needs?

April 4, 1978 Has the LEA adapted Title I'
seryes to address e identifiedEederal 4 th

Register needs?
§ 116c.12

. .

§ 130(a) Are services_rendered to private-
schools on an ecuitable basis?.

L-

§ 130(a) Has the LEA developed an appro-
priate mechanism for acquiring
input from the private school
sector?

§ l3i3(a) Has the LEA made provisions for,
including special educational
services and arrangements in which
private school children can
participate?

95
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Exhibit 13-1d. (page 6 of 6)

Regulatory
Reference Item Yes No Comment

§ 130 Does the LEA have documentation of
contacts with private schools?

§ 125 Have private school representatives
been given the opportunity to serve
on PAC groups?

§ 130 Are exVenditures equitable (taking
Into consideration the number of
pupils in private schools) to
expenditures for children enrolled
in public schools? .



Compliance criteria state-
ments developed from state
and federal regulations.

.Citation taken from state
law/regUlalion. (Right

)Iand margin)

Citation taken from
foderal law/regulation.
(Left hand margin)--

o

MANUAL GUIDE

Exhibit B-le. LEA Self-assessment Form (Minnesota) (page 1 of 5)
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THE MAJOR PRE-ON-SITE PREPARATION BY THE LEA:

Assemble all documentation to be reviewed

(Categories .10 - .19 during the monitoring

visit).

99

The following coding system
was used to catagorize the
data gathering methods used
to establish compliance:

.00 Pre-On-Site
Monitoring team will
review documentation
previously submitted
to SDE by district as
part of application
or other program
reporting documents.

. 10- Documentation the
. 19 monitoring team will

review on-site.

.20 On-site student record
review by monitoring
team.

. 30 On-site observation
of program operation
by monitoring team.

4C On-site interviews with
staff and administration
by monitoring team.

.50 On-site or phone inter-
views with parents.by
monitoring team.

100



TITLE I
I. USE OF FUNDS Exhibit (page 2 of 5)

COMPLIANCE CRITERIA .METHOD(S) USED TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA

PURPOSE

Title I funds are being used for programs and projects

designed to meet the needs of educationally deprived

children.

124(a)

.00 Review and approval of application and/or

addendum for funds by SEA.

.10 Review addendum.

ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS

2 The local educational agency maintains administrative

control and title to all property purchased with

Title I funds. Equipment may be placed in private

school premises only when:

a. The local educational.agency assures that equipment

is being used solely for project purposes;

b. The local educational agency removes any equipment

when it is not being used for the project or is no

-longer needed for the project.

116.42(b) P.L. 95-561

.10 Review equipment inventory.

3 Equipment is used in the project or program for which

it was acquired as long as needed, whether or not the

project or program continues to be supported by Federal

funds. When no longer needed for the original project

or program the equipment is transfer-ed under 74.136

or used in other projects or programs.currently or

previously sponsored with Federal.funds.

(45 CFR Part 74)

74.137(a)

1

.00 Review and approval of application for funds

'SEA.

.30 Observation of placement and use of equipmen .



COMPLIANCE.CRITERIA

Exhibit B-le. (page 3 of 5)

METHOD(S) USED TO ESTABLISB CRITERIA

4

5

.0

Disposition of equipment: Equipment shall be disposed

of in accordance with Federalregulations governing the
administration of property.

(45 CFR Part 74)
74.139(a)
74.140(e)

.00 Review application approved by SEA\for

status of equipment.

Property records for Title I equipment are kept up-to-

date and provide for:

a. Inventory of tangible personal property having a
useful life of more than one year and acquisition
cost of $300 or more per unit;

b. Description of the equipment, including manufac-
turer's model number (if any);

c. An identification number (such as the manufacturer's

serial number);

d. Identification of the grant (Title I) under which

the equipment was acquired;

e. Acquisition date and unit acquisition cost;

f. Location use and condition of the equipment and the

date the information was reported;

All pertinent information on the ultimate transfer,

replacement or, disposition of the equipment;

h. The title and administrative control over all equip

Ment placed on private school premises being

retained-by-the public agency.

(45 CFR Part 74)

74.132
74.140(a)
116.42(a)

103

.10 Copy of Title I property required records.
Review to determine i required information

is included and up-to-date.

104



Exhibit B-le. (page 4 of 5)

COMPLIANCE CRITERIA
METHOD(S) USED TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA

6 A physical inventory of equipment purchased with

Title I funds has been taken and the results reconciled

with the property recot ;s at least once every two years

to verify the existence, current utilization, and con-

tinued need for equipment.

(45 CFR Part 74)
74.140(b)

.10 Review of most recent results of physical

inventory of equipment.

A rnntrol qvctem is in effect to insure adequate safe-

9UULUS LU pLUvuut. uumcv.p.:

ment purchased with Title I funds.

(45 CFR Part 74)

74.140(c)

.10 Review of equipment'page in LEA application
vs.

.30 Observation of placement of equipment.

.40 Interview with staff person responsible for

insuring adequate safeguards.

,z

8 Adequate maintenance procedures have been implemented

to keep any eluipment purchased with Title I funds ir

good condition.

(45 CFR Part 74)

74.140(d)

PAYMENT TO TEACHERS

9 Project expenditUres for staff salaries are the same as

indicated on the budget analysis of the approved
"

Iday in Title I activities as specified.

124(a)

.10 Review of payroll records.

11 /1", nt ne,rrnmnn F."`

.12 Verify with daily assignment sheet.



( Exhibit B-le. (pa0 5 of 5)

sor.rnrynr r rIr.r.n me-% nr.ml, TIT T rIn Tn,r. T is

Title I monies are not used to pay the salaries of

employees of private schools except for services outside

regular hours of duty and under public supervision

and control or for the construction of private school

facilities.

116a.23(f)

,

.00 Pre-on-Site review and approval of application
for funds by SEA.

.10 Copies of teachers' schedules.

.

.40 Staff Interview.

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL DUTIES OF STAFF

Staff paid entirely with Title 1 funds are assigned to

non-Title I functions (such as rotating supervisory

duties not related to classroom instruction) for no

more than 10 percent of their time or the same portion

of time that non-Title I staff spend on those duties,

whichever is less.

134

.10 Review of staff schedules.

.30 Observe duty roster in each builditg with
Title I program.

.40 Staff Interview.

,

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES

The purchase of all equipment and the construction or

remodeling of any facilities aredemonstrated as being

essential to the success of the Title I Project.

124(n)

116.32(a)

NOTE: Construction or remodeling of facilities dith

Title I funds should not occur.

.00 Approval of applications for funds by SEA.

10'i
108



istrict

chibit -1f. Month .ing In .rument-SEA use (Utah) (page 1 3f 2)

411INID

IN: RUCTIO! L PROGRAM

(S: a, SCOI 9 QualitY)

f lool Monitor

cbedula E 4 Orean anion

. Do toe hers/ai s haVa a ,st edule t ay follow?

Who 98 MS up t 3 8C118&118?

. Is the a evide s of.coord: .ation I tween Title I and classroom tc chers?

0 Sow mu.h teach chide time A 8p88a in direct instruction with tax st

studen

-

a. Ca you se evidence o/ current preparation of materials for t aching,

ou h as li ts of new wc ds, cht ts, flash cards, ditto activit es

th t carte ate to prog: ,m1

b. Wh prepar 3 material?

c. Is time pr iided,for p: paretic of materials?

a. Dc a the t aeher/aide I ve a mi hod of recording individual in gress?

b. Dc wit eh individua: student placement, comprehension and c ill

.ir tructio al needs, al . oral 2 ading performance?

c. Dc s the c assroom teal er hay( a record keeping system that : current

ar revels t?

r

Ara tt teache 3 andAides sing tt chars' manuals to guide instrt tion

dailyi
103



l'eaching iethods

.1. Does the tsachliqa:: e begin teaching on.time?

Exhiit B -1f. (page 2 of 2)

2. Does :he teacherial e have students sitting so they csn see instructional

mate :ale?

3. Is t Ire en impbasi .on hearing and seeing all children 'respond?

4. Does :he teacher/al a provide varied activities -- 4e,.tery 10-15 minutes?

5. Does iWteacherhil a call for both gronp and individual response?.

6. Does Ame teacher/id a correct student errors when they occur?

7. Does :ha teacher/e a make more positive than negative comments to the

stud am?

Child Be' Ivior

1. Does :he pupil appt r to be placed properly in instructional materials?

Can cp4.1s see inst fictional material?

3. Do p' )ile respond 1. an called upon?

4. What
Zan
Can
Can

Lind of refpor

ley read them
:ay copy them?
ley use them 1

5. Cah le pupil read
less an 10 errorE
you -At about the a

as can pdpils make to words they read?

loud?

a sentence?'

paragraph to you with reasonable fluency and with

per 100 words? Can he answer 3 oUt of 4 questions

ory?
104



Exhibit B-1g. Monitoring

BMWS HOW MY BUILDING'S

Check any that fit:

FOR WHOM? Kids selectc by standardized test:
name of test

by classroom teachers.

astrument--LEA Use (Utah) (page'l Of 2)

Position
parent, aide, reading teacher,
-classroom teacher, principal, etc

UPPLEMENTARY READ= PROGRAM WORKS:

BY WHOM?

'WEI?

WHERE?

HOW?

ROW DO YOU KNOW
IT'S WORKING?

.11111:14011.

Kids select(

Other
pleast describe

Children tat ht by eide(s).

Children tat ht by reading teacher(s).

Other

Reading Just notion supervised/coordinated by

Every day fc

Other

Regular ale:

Separate ro,

Other

One type of

minutes.

.roOM.

1.

.nstructional material:
name of material

Combination 1 instructional materials.

Individual ttoring.

Small group :nstruction.

Other

Pre- andpos -tasting, using
name of test

Continuous :ogress checks
describe

Other

135



Exhi it B-1g. (page 2 of 2)

VERE'S BOW I PEEL ABODT.OUR SUPPLEMESTART READING 104MLUI:

1. Selection of children to receive supplementary

instruction.

2. Diagnosis of reading problems.

3. Teaching to improve skill weaknesses.

4. Teiching materials used.

5. Organization (that is pukl-out, individual
tutoring, aide in classroom, etc.).

6. Inservice (supervision, coordination,
assistance to instructors).

7. Ride feelings about supplementary reading
instruction.

8. Coordination/cooperation between classroom
teachers and reading teachers.

9. Evaluation procedures (ROW progress is

measured). !.

10. Results (children's actual reading progress

11. Parent involvement.

AND FURTEIERtIORE:

The BEST thing about our program is

But what we WEED is

106

Vet Need to
Fine Sure /mprove

Mio,



Exhibit B- h. Monitoring Checklist (Georgia) (page 1 of 7)

TITLE ,
ESEA MONITORING REPORT - PART B

FOR FISCAL YEAR 19
:

\\.
SCHOOL SY rEM

SUPERINTE DENT

PROJECT TERM:
A-igular

Summer
MI111

SCHOOL-WIDE PROJECT:

SCORING CODE: (VI Meets C
(X) Objecti
(N) Not Apr

FISCAL ACCOUNTING AND OTHE

( ) 1. There is document
subsistence are r
as approved in tl
with State Board

( ) 2. . Time logs are ma:
nel paid from Ti.
before-the-fact !
that each employt
by after-the-fac
each employee de,
statements shall
official.

( ) 3. Children residin.
for the neglecte
services commens.

( ) 4. Therel.s an equi

ADVISORY COUNCILS

-11-TU-17, ESEA AREA CONSULTANT's SIGNATURE ,

DATE

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS
TiFirsZool Mathematics
Reading/Language Arts
Special Components for
Handicapped

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:

111....

jective
e Not Met
icable

DOCUMENTATION:

RECORDS

ry evidence that travel and

id to the a?propriate personnel
application and in accordance

f Education policy.

tained for all part-time person-
e X funds and documented by
atements of the time estimated
, will devote to each project and
.statements of the actual time
med to the project. The
Ie signed by the responsible

in approved local institutions
and delinquent are receiving
7ate with funds alloca

lent inventory that z's curre

107

State Board of
Education
policies.

Georgia State
Regulations
and Procedures
Manual for Title
I, ESEA. Appendix
B-General Provisions
for Program

Allocations.for
/nstitutions.
Section 116(a)5(b)(2)

Section 100b. 215
General Provision
For Program.

( ) S. There'is evidenc that the district advisory Section 125(a)(:)(A)(S)
(C)

113



411.

Exhibit Blh. (p.4 2 of 7)

council (a) has a majority of members who are parents . 95-561

of children to be served, (b) is composed of members

elected by the parents in each district, (c) includes

representatives of children and schools eligible to be

served, but not currently participating in programs

funded by Title I, ESEA.

( ) 6.. There is evidence that the LEA has established Se, :ion 125(a)(2)(A)

an advisory council for each project area or (i' 'ii) P.L. 95-561

'school which (a) has a majority of members who are

parents of children to be served and (b) is composed

of members elected by the parents in each attendance

area. (Applicable only "lo schools which have more than

forty students participating in project components and

more than one full time equivalent staff member.)

( ) 7. There is evidence that a school adVisory council Se tion 125(a)(C)(1)

in a project area in which 75 or more children (i )(IAA) P.L. 95-561

are served is composed ofno less than eight mem-

bers who serve for two years, and
(a) elected officers of the council after it had

. been fully constituted, and
(b) meets a sufficient number of times a year

according to a schedule and at locations

determined by each council.

( ) 8. The LEA has provided without charge to each

meTber of its advisory councils copies of:

(a) Title I of the Act
(b) Federal Regulations
(c) Georgia State Regul4ions and Procedures

Manual for Title I, ESEA

SOURCE OF DOCUMENTATION:

( ) 9. The LEA has given its parents advisory council

responsibility for advising it in the planning,

implementing and evaluating of the Title / project.

SOURCE OF DOCUMENTATION:._
ekommoo.

( ) 10. All parents of participants have had an opportunity

to express their views to the appropriate

advisory council concerning the project application.

SOURCE OF DOCUMENTATION:5
108

Se tion 125(c)(i)(A)
(1 (C). P.L. 95-561

St tion 125(b)
P 95-561

S :tion 125(b)
P 95-561



( ) 11. Principals and Title I t
volved in advisory court(

Exhibit B-1h. (page

achers are actively in-

1 activities.

SOURCE OF DOCUMENTATION

PARTICIPANTS AND SERVICES

( ) 12. There is evidence that
Title I funded instruct
receiving supplementary
with the approved sched

( ) 13. Each approved instructi
project is serving a nu.
er than the number appr

( ) 14. A current list of child
instructional component
service is available at
well as in each project

( ) 15. There is docUmentary ev
that the list of specif
tionally deprived child
are the children with t

have participated in Ti
vious years and remain

( ) 16. Each Title I teacher hE
fically identified, edt
ren under her care and

greater than approved !

liary personnel are not

teacher ratio.)

( ) 17. SupportiVe services am',
children who are parti,
instructional componen

STAFF ASSIGNMENT, CERTIFICATIOS

( ) 18. The superintendent has
dance that all profess
ployed with Title I fm
and that each is certi
of work in accordance
tion.policy.

iildren participating in
)nal components are
:nstruction in accordance
:e described in the application

lal component in the
)er of children no great-
red in the application.

311 participating in each

Ind receiving supportive
the district level as
school.

dence which indicated
cally identified, educa-
en receiving services
e greatest needs or who

le t components in pre-.
ducationally deprived.

a current list of apeci-

ationally deprived child-
s serving a number no
the application. (Auxi-

included in the pupil/

provided only for those
pating in Title / funded

LICENSING AND /N-SERVICE

)m file documentary evi-

)nal staff members em-
is have valid certificates
led for his or her field
Lth State Board of Educa-

( ) 'Each full time person isted on accounts 4600

and 4800 is performing 'Illy Title I duties.

109

115

of 7)

Section 126(c)
P.L. 95-561

Section 121(4)
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(b)
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(b)
95-561

Section 121
Section 124(b)
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(f) (2)
P.L. 95-561

State Board of
Education
policy.



20., The Staffin
application

21. Each Title
direct supe
is e.ssigned

22.

23.

24. The non-ins
paid person
duties not
are only th
sonnel are
do not exce
situated pe
whichever

Each Title
license in
tion policy

Each Title
only in com
described i

( 25. There is ev
and the sch
ning of the
in the eval

SOURCE OF 0

design approv
:las been fille

-paid auxiliar
iision of a ce
to teach in a'

-paid auxiliar
:cordance with

-paid auxiliar
,nents and sup
the approved

ructional duti
al are limite
elated to c/*
se to which 4
;signed at thi
i the same por
sonnel or ten :
less.

fence to demon.
)1 board have
ritle I progra:
ition.

:UMENTATION:

( 26. There is ev ience that the
training pr ;rams in which
eluding vol iteers, and th,
whom they a assisting wi

PR kTE

SOURCE OF D :UMENTATION:

SCHOOLS

Exhibit B-lh. (page 4 of 7)

i in the project

person is under
:ified teacher who
Ltle I component.

person holds a valid
;tate Board of Educa-

person is working
)rtive services as
)plication.

assigned Title I-
rotating, supervisory
700M instruction, and
.larly situated per-
;ame school site and
.on of time as similar
arcent of total time

:rate that teachers
!en involved in plan-
and will be involved

Section 121
P.L. 95-561

State Board of
Education policy

State Board of
Education policy

Section 121
P.L. 95-561

Section 134
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(1)
P.L. 95-561

.EA has well developed Section 124(1)
!ducation aides, in- P.L. 95-361
prbfessional staff,

. participate together.

( 27. The LEA mai :ains directior and control of staff Section 116.42(b)

program equ
pating priv

ment and mate-
:e school.

als in each partici-

( 28. Each child !rolled in a p vate school Title I Section 130(a)

compbnent r
attendance

;ides in an el
:ea.

lble public school P:L. 95-361

110

116



Exhibit B-1h. (page 5 of 7)

( ) 29. There is documentary evidence that the program in

each private school is servir , the eligible

children with the greatest n( ds.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

( ) 30. There is evidence that the L: has made the appli-

cation and all pertinent docl lents available'to

parents, teachers and other i mbers of the general

public.

PROGRAMAUALITY, METHODS, MATERIALS A

31. The principal and Title I st
the program and fully unders'
respOnsibilties of their po
implementation of the Title

their schools.

) MANAGEMENT

Ff are familiar with
Ind the duties and
ition relative to proper
funded components in

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT._ COMMENTS;__

32. Title I staff are aware of t e criteria for selecring

participants and are include in the process selection.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT_ COMMENTS:

33. There is evidence of coordir
with the State and local-ftu
opportunity exists for Tin(
with State and local staff :

of the instructional prograr

tion of the Title I effort
.ed effort and that an
I-paid staff to confer
the planning and delivery

to participating children.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

01O

34. Supervisory staff approved
the establishment and conti
programs specifically desig
of participants in their re

111, IMP

Ider Title I are active in
ral improvement of remedial

to reinforce,the learning

Liar school programs.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:.

mmi

35. There is evidence that the .1structional program funded

by Title I supplements and xpands the program funded

from state and local funds.

YES._ NEED IMPROVEMENT

113

COMMENTS:_

11 7

Section 130(a)
P.L. 95-561

Section 127(c)
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(d)
Section'124(h)
P.L. 95-561
(Applies to items
31 - 42)



36. There is
materials
an extens
and are c
objective

YES

37. There is
appropria
and suita

YES

Exhibit B-lh. (page 6 of 7)

ridence that equipment and instructional
irovided by Title I are supplemental and are

)n of those provided in the basic program,

early related to achieving the project's

JEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

iidence that in-service programs are
e for meeting the objectives of the project

le for meeting the needs of the children served.

IEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

vimis-

38. Classroom prganitation and 'management appropriate for

remedial :udents are included in in-service training.

YES \1EED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

711m

39. The diagn stic, prescriptive approach to learning,

which add essed balance, sequence and assessment

methodolc y is evident.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

WINia./MM =101, 01111 wiyourm 01011=1

.11 MM.

11 .11
40. Personal tudent records containing diagnosis, assign-

ments, pr gress and evaluations are maintained.

YES NEED LMPROVEMENT COMENTS:

41. Title I t achers have'a monthly or multi-week plan

stating c jectives, desired outcomes, and skills to

be mastet d during the planned process.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:
WWIP

42. Students nd parents are being informed of progress

in the pi gram.

YES NEED IMPROVEMENT COMMENTS:

112
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( ) 43.

.

( ) 44.

( ) 45.

( ) 46.

Exhibit B -lh. (page 7 of 7)

There is evidence that Title I Eunds are used to provide
services that the LEA is not required to provide the
participants with state funds.

The LEA maintains administrative and supervising control of
the use of Title I funds and title to equipment purchased
with such funds.

Section 174
P.L. 95-561

Section 124(m)

Title I-purchased equipment is maintained and disposed of in Section 165

accordance with procedures established in Georgia Accounting 127(a)(b)

Handbook for Local School.Systems. PAL. 95-561
Section 100b.215
General
Provisions for
Programs

There is evidence that lost or stolen equipment destroyed by Section 100b. 15

fire, theft, or vandelism is properly reported to the SEA. (d) (3)

General
Provisions for

PrOgrams

RECOMMENDATIONS:*

( ) Program in good order; no follow-up needed.

( ) Minor exceptions; recommendations stated in accompanying letter

to Superintendent.
( ) Program weaknesses; need technical assistance.
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Exhibit B-li. fianitoring Checklist--SEA Use, (Pennsylvania) (page 1 of 2)

17. PROJECT OF SUFFI IENT SIZE,'SCOPE AND QUALITY YES NO** N/A

17.1 The educati
adequately
educational
as identifi
p. 2164.

17.2 The resourc
show reason
of the prej

17.3 The evaluat
the attaimm
educational
procedures I

lel objectives of the project are
alated to one or more of the special
weds of the participating children
in accordance with Sec. 124(a)(d),

; being used are consistent with and
)le promise of meeting the objectives
:t. Sec. 124(d)(e), p. 2164.

)n plans are adequate for measuring
it of the objectives to meet the special
leeds identified by the diagnostic
,ed. Sec. 124(g), p. 2165.

17.4 Expenditure! are not imprudent, extravagant, ex-
cessive or % steful. Sec. 127(a), p. 2170.

17.5 The LEA has iven due consideration to the inclu-
sion of an [ EA Title I summer program. Sec. 124(k),
p. 2166.

*17.6 Expenditures
the special
deprived ch-
2164; Sec.

17.7 The names of
programs are
Sec. 124(b),

17.8 Schedule anc
time for inc
Sec. 124(d),

17.9 The project
does it have
needs of the
large in a s
school. Sec

are solely for the purpose of meeting
ducational needs of educationally
dren. Sec. 123(a)(b)(c)(d), pp. 2163-
4(b), p. 2164; Sec. 127(a), p. 2170.

children participating in the Title I
readily identifiable in each school.
p. 2164.

size of groups allow for sufficient
vidualized compensatory activities.
p. 2164.

as not been designed to meet, nor
the effect of meeting, the general
;chools or of the student body at
iool or of a specified grade in a
123(a), p. 2163, Sec. 124(b), p. 2164.

17.10 Have service and resources provided under Title I
been offered )nly to those children who have been
selected to irticipate in the project? Sec. 121,
p. 2161; Sec 123(a), p. 2163; Sec. 124(a), p. 2164.

17.11 The LEA does lot provide like or similar services in
non-eligible )uildings. Sec. 126(c)(d), p; 2169.

*Represents critical c ip1i7-nce item.

**All no responses req re an explanation on reverte side.
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Exhibit B-li. (page 2 of 2)

17.12 The Title I project is of sufficient size, scope
and quality to give reasonable promise of sub-
stantial progress toward meeting the special edu-
cational needs of children to be served. .1.ec. 124

(d), p. i4164.

11G
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Exhibit Monitoring Instrument--LEA Use (Pennsylvania) (pag 1 of 6)

Revise
August 1980

Purpose:

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION DIVISION

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR ESEA TITLE I READING PROGRAMS

The purpose of this program description is to identify curren
trends and practices in Pennsylvania ESEA Title I reading
programs. Information submitted to the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education will be compiled in a statewide summary.
The local district is asked to complete the entire question-
naire for the on-site evaluation team. The on-site valuatio
team will verify as much information as possible. The readin

program description is NOT a compliance check. It is not
likely that a district will find all items on the form applic )1e.

Directions:

1. The questionnaire should be completed cooperatively by
the Project Director and the Title I reading staff.

2. One form may be sufficient for each school district.
Where programs differ greatly from build-Img to building,
or level to level, separate fOrms ma7 be used.

3. Respondents should feel free to make comments about the
program's structure which may be unique.

4. Respondents need not feel that every question should be

answered. Respond only to those items which describe
your program.

5. Respondents should give the completed form(s) to the on-
site evaluators. The chairperson should check each item
that was verified by the on-site evaluators. Any item
that cannot be verified should be noted on the last page
by the chairperson.

6. The completed form should be forwarded with the on-site

evaluation report.

Name of School District

School (district or building) described

Date Project number:

Form Completed by
117 122
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"
' Exhibit (page 2 of 6)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR TITLE I
READNG .

District Questionnaire

A. PROGRAM ORGANiZATION: Respond only to those items that spply.

Onsite
evaluator:
check if
verified.

Identify the written sequence of ik4,lls used for:

WOrd Attack

Comprehension

Study Skills

Other

9.

2. :Identify diagnostic/criterion referenced tests used to determine

students' specific skill development in:

Ward Attack

Compiehension

gtudy Skills

--Other

3. .Explain th4 record keeping system maintained to indicate
students.' specific mastery in:

,yord Attack
c-

Comprehenbion

Study Skills

Other

At

113
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On-site
evaluator:
check if
verified.

Exhibit B-1j. (page 3 of 6)

4. Explain informal testing used to determine students' specific
skill development in:

Word Attack

Comprehension

Study Skills

Other

5. How are instructional reading groups formed? (by weaknesses,
strengths, interests, etc.)

6. Describe how the Title I reading program is integrated with
the regular school reading program. For example, students may
progress' through the same skill sequence; both instructional
Trograms stem from a common diagnostid base; record keeping is.
integrated to prevent gaps and overlap in consistency.

7. A written planned course exists for Option 4 teaming of
Title I with other disciplines at the secondary level.
Yes No What is that teaming relationship?

List other-discipline

8. Title I records of skills' mastery bdcome part of each student's
cumulative reading record: Yes No

119
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C,

Exhibit B-1j, (page 4 of 6)

B. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

On-site
evaluator:
check if
verified.

1. Each Title I teacher of reading is a certified reading specialist

or enrolled in the program: Yes No

2. How does a certified reading specialist/supervisor provide

close supervision for each noncertified Title I reading teacher

and/or aides?

3. What is the nature of technical assistance Title I teachers

receive from the consultant/supervisor?

4. Physical location of the Title I reading teacher :

5. On a chart below indicate'the number of Title I instructional

periods per week by grade and the minutes per instructional

period.

4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Periods:per
Week
Minutes per
Period



Exhibi,t B-li. (page 5 of 6)

C. IN-SERVICE

On-site
evaluator:
check if
verified.

All Title I reading teachers and aides have had or have scheduled
for this year, an In-service program(s) covering the following
topics:

Word Attack
Comprehension
Pp.,insylvania Comprehensive Reading Plan

.D.:agnostic/Criteria referenced testing
Informal test measures
Classrocim record keeping

Instructional.groupin& --

Construction in use practice materials
Adjusting to student learning style
Adjusting to student interests
Other:

D. MEI".JDS

1. What is (if any) the relationship between the materials used
in Title I classes and materials used ih the regular classroom?

2. List the five materials most frequently used in Title I
classes:

121 126



On-site
evaluator:
che,.k if

verified.

Exhibit B-lj. (page 6 of 6)

3. List the teaching techniques or methods*most-frequently used

in Title I classrooms, e.g., language experience, programmed

instruction, DRA, etc.):

E. CLIMATE

1. Parents are used in the instructional program:

As volunteer helpers As occasional visitors

In another capacity (specify)

In no apacity

\.

2. Title I teachers confer with classroom teachers on current

skill development needs and individual students:

Weekly Biweekly Monthly

Other

3. Lessons and/or activities ire planned to promote the enjoyment

of reading:

At least weekly Biweekly Monthly

Seldom Never

ANY ITEM THAT COULD NOT BE VERIFIED SHOULD BE LISTED BELOW:
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Exhibit B -1k. Mathematics Monitoring Instrument - -LEA Use (Pennsylirania)
Pennsylvania Department of Education. (rage I of 5)
Compensatory Education Division'

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR ESEA TITLE I MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS

Purpose:

The purpose of this program detcription is toldentify current
trends 'and practices in Pennsylvania ESEA Title I mathematics

programs. Information submitted to the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education will be compiled in a statewide summary.
The local district is asked to Complete the entire question-
naire for the on-site evaluation team. The on-site evaluation
team will verify as much information as possible: The mathematics

program,daacription is NOT a compliance cheCk. It is,not
likely that a district will find all items on the form applicable.

Directions:

1. The questionnaire should be completed cooperatively by
the Project Director and the Title I mathematics staff.

2. One form may be sufficient for each school district.
Where programs differ greatly from building to building,
or level to level, separate forms may be used.

3. Respondents should feel free to make comments about the
program's structure which may be unique.

4. Respondents need not feel that every question should be

answered. Respond only to those items which describe

your program.

5. Respondents should give the completed form(s) to the on-

site evaluators. The chairperson should check each item
that was verified by the on-site evaluators. Any item
that cannot be verified should be noted on the last page

by the chairperson.
c-

6. The completed form should be forwarded with the on-site

evaluation report.

Name of School District

School (district or building) described

Date Project Number:

Form Completed by
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Exhibit E-lk. (page 2 of. 5)

PENNSYLVANIA MATHEMATICS PROGRAM CHECKLIST FOR ESEA TITLE I

Tit "

Math tcs

On-Site Staff: Write

Evaluator an X.Before
Check If Applicable

Verified Items

1. Curriculum

11 A mathematics curriculum document stating the

instructional objectives is available.

1.2 Students' abilities and needs are considered in

formulating objectives.

%1.3 The curriculum is consistent with local and state

objectives.

1.4 The Title I Mathematics Program is correlated to

the reTilar

2. Methods

2.1 A variety of instructional methods are used tc)

satisfy the needs of students. 4

2.2 Techniques used to accommodate learning styles.

Visual Experimentation Creative

Hands-on Problem solving

2.3 Learning is structured to proceed from concrete

experiences to abstract reasoning.

2.4 Provision is made for instructional grouping based

on learning activities and students' needs.

2.5 Instructional leaders (building principal, curriculum

coordinator/director, mathematics supeivisor,

etc.) are involved in the mathematics program upon

request.

3. Materials

3.1 There s an on-going selection and evaluation

process for instructional materials.
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On-Site
'Evaluator
Check If
Verified

Title I
Mathematics
Staff: Write
an X Before
Applicable
Items

abil

Exhibit B-lk. (page 3 of 5)

3.2 Students are provided with a variety of materials

in addition to texts:

Displays

Filmstrips and
films

Games

Kits

3.3 Instructional materiFas correlate with:

Students' interests

Students' abilities

Students' physical needs

Manipulative devices

Tapes

Other (specify)

3.4 Instructional materials
and easy to find.

3.5 Teachers are given help

materials.

4. Environment

are logically catalogued

in the Use of ,instructional-

4.1 There are, instructional areas kor:

Demonstration-discussion (large group)

Partner-small groups

Independent study

4.2 Resources are available, such as:

Classroom math centers

Math labs

Multi-media centers

Computer rooms

Libraries Other (specify).

123
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On-Site
Evaluator
Check If
Verified

r.

Title
Mathematics
Staff: Write
an X Before
Applicable
Items

Exhibit B-1k. (page 4 of 5)

5. Evaluation

5.1 There.is an evaluation program that includes a

variety of instruments and techniques.

5.2

5.3

Evaluation is related directly to the instructional,

objeztives.

Teachers diagnose and evaluate informally during

classroom activitieS.

5.4 Students can demonstrate mtstery of objectives

through a variety of, means:

Manipulative rievices Discussions/conferences

Cobstruction of models Standard test

cr diagrams situations

'Cnterviews
Other (specify)

5.5 Teacher evaluation is Communicated regularly to

the students and parents.

5.6 Teacheeconfers with classroom teachers and

administrators.

6. Professional GroWth

6.1 Professional magazines, books end materials are

available for teacher use.

6.2 Teachers attend professional mathematics meetings

and conferences.

6.3 Teachers meet current certificate and experience

requirements.

6.4 Teachers are encouraged to continue their education.

6.5 Teachers observe other mathematics classes.

6.6 Teachers participate in inservice programs.

126
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On-Site
Evaluator
Check If
Verified

Title I
Mathematics
Staff: Write
an X Before
Applicable
Items

Exhibit B-1k. (page 5 of 5)

6.7 Teachers plan and conduct inservice education.

6.8 Inservice provides help to teachers in:

Use of instructional materials

'Other ways to present mathematical concepts

Better or more efficient classroom management

Techniques for motivation

Techniques for diagnosi and evaluation

Use of existing supporting services

Use of media

Developing leadership and professionalism

7. Comments:

Other (specify)
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Exhibit B-1d. Monitoring Checklist (Vtrginia) (page 1 of 3)

Virginia Department of Education

Administrative Review Service

OBSiRVATION CHECKLISrt- TITLE I
School and Classroom

School Division Date of Review

School Reviewer

No. of Title I Classes Visited

Code for Chart B:

C - The data and observation show compliance or the response is positive.

N - The data and observation show non-compliance or the response is negative.

U - Unobserved.

Note:The enclosed charts "A" and "B" are to be completed for each individual Title I

Classroom visited at a school. Statements 1-8 on page 3 are to be answered

upon completion of all Title I Classroom visiti at a school. An answer of "No"

to any of these aight statements should be explained in the "Comments" by de-

scribing the exception.

Rarely will it be possible to see evidence on all items in.a single visit.

A. Type of Class Visited ,

Visit
Number

Grade
Level

Course or
Subject

Activity, e.g. Lab, Group Work,
Discussion Drill, etc.

Number of
Title I
Students

Title I
Aide Present
(Yes or No)

Minutes
Visited

.

,

.

3.

. .

5.
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Exhibit B-11. (p.age 2 of 3)

B. Observations (Make "Visit Number" correspond to that in Chart "A" and use

marking code as stated on page one).

1. Lesson plan is displayed.

2. Objectives are clearly defined in

terms of what students are expected

to learn.

3. Instruction ar activity is related

to objectives.

4. Students are stimulated and involved

in learning.

5. Activity is well organized and

purposeful.

6. There is a wholesome climate of

open friendly interaction.

7. The teacher respects each student

as an individual.

. Student conduct is orderly.

9. The teacher encourages creativity

and thinking.

10. The teacher communicates high but

realistic expectations for students.

11. Students are given an opportunity

to exercise responsibility.

12. There is provision for individual

differences in learning.

13. The teacher provides a good model
for communication skills - uses

good grammar, diction, spelling, etc.

14. The classroom (K-6) shows physical evi-

dence of emphasis on basic learning

skills, e.g. displays, centers, etc.

15. There is a variety of learning materials.

16. The teacher uses material effectively.

17. The teacher uses equipment effectively.

130
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Exhibit B-11. (page 3 of 3)

1. Title I funded personnel are performing duties as cited in the program application.

Yes No Unobserved
1111.111M

Comments:

2. Title I funds supplement and not supplant rcgular nor-Federal funds.

Yes
-

No Ubobserved Comments:

3. Title I property observed is maintained and permanently identified as to the source.

of funding.

Yes No Unobserved Comments:

4. Supportive services are being conducted as cited in the program application.

Yes No Unobserved Comments:

5., Instructional activities are congruent with the needs assessment data and scope of

the program application.

Yes No Unobserved Comments:

6. Title I instructional activities are conducted in those content areas as specified

in the program application.

Yes No Unobserved Comments:

7. Title I instructional ktivities are supplemental to regular instruction.

Yes No Unobserved Comments:

8. Instructional materials and equipment observed ace sufficient to meet learner

needs.

Yes No Unobserved

131
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2. Handbooks

Monitoring handbooks have been developed to clarify states'

aonitoring practices. They may include a description of the SEA

monitoring process, .directions for conducting an onsite review,

or-copies of all the forms used during the process. West

Virginia, for example, developed a monitoring handbook to accom-

plish the following objectives:

result in an orderly, consistent, and thorough onsite

review program;

reduce the impact of the personal idiosyncrasies of,the
individual members of the review team and thu's ensure
greater uniformity in the review process; and

enable the local educational agencies to determine

exactly what program areas will be reviewed and the scope

and nature of their areas of accountability.

Handbooks can be very voluminous and, therefore, examples are

not included here. The existence of these handbooks is indica

tive of the formalization in monitoring that occurred when the

1978 legislation specifically mandated monitoring. Developing a

handbook to clarify the mouitoring process to be used An a state

is an option for management under Chapter 1 as well.
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3. MonitoringFeedback Reports,

Monitoring feedback reports to LEAs vary as much in format as ihe
monitorin4 ivteUments that states use to create the repOrts.
Again, this ilaYriation ieflects the individual needs of the SEAs

and their constituent LEAs. When an SEA completes an onsite
review of an LEA.piogram. the iiititors prepare a report for the
LEA summarizing ihe'resuitA of the review and requesting a
response wit'hin a certain time limit to items indicated as

needing attention. A sampling of these feedbaCk report forms is
provided here.

Examples from North Carolina and Wisconsin are presented first.
The North Carolina report (Exhibit B.3.a) is quite brief and
shows the-LEA, in numerical fashion, the results of the monitor-
ing visit. The Wisconsin example (Exhibit B.3.b) is somewhat
lengthier and provides more opportunity for written comments.

The final example is from the' state of Washington (Exhibit

B.3.c). This monitoring feedback report is noteworthy because it
allows the results of all LEA monitoring to be computerized,
thereby permitting the SEA to make comparisons of LEAs by size,
regionof state, budget, etc. This type of form also results in
valuable management information for the state.

The examples presented for this section are from:

Page

a. Monitoring Report (North Carolina) 137

b. Monitoring Report (Wisconsin) 141

c. Monitoring Report (Washington) 149

135
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Exhibit 13-3a. Monitoring Report (North
TITLE I MONITORING REPORT
N. C. Department of Public Instruction
Division of Compensatory Education

To:

Carolina) (page 1 of 3)
LEA Code

I

Date of Report , . . .

Date of Monitoring . .

The bases formonitoring the Title I program are the factors included in Part I
and Part II of this report. A five point scale is employed to indicate the current
status of each listed factor. A factor rating of (1) indicates that the status is
good, for example.

Note, however, that a factor rating of (2) or (3) indicates a deficiency and
requires an LEA response stating action taken or action planned to coirect or improve
that faincy.

PART I - TITLE PROGRAM REVIEW

Explanation of marking:

1. Appears to meet requireeents
. Does not appear to meet requirements

3. Improvement is recommended
4. Not observed
5. Not a licable

SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY

1. Attendance areas selettion and documentation 1 2 3 4

PROGRAM DESIGN/IMPLEMENTATION

2. Annual needs assessment 1 2 3 4

3. Data supports planned program 1 2 3 4

4. Program (scope and size) meets educational needs 1 2 3 4

5. Appropriate persons involved in planning 1 2 3 4

6. Plans to zustain achievement 1 2 3 4

7. Projected public school expenditures 1 2 .3 4

8. Projected non-public school pupil expenditures l' 2 3 4

9. Comparability maintenance plan 1 2 3 4

10. Non-instructional duties of personnel 1 2 3 4

11. Availability of Title I documents 1 2 3 4

12. Availability of official records to SEA 1 2 3 4

13. Accuracy of source data 1 2 3 4

14. Supplementing &spec* 1 2 3 4

15. Project implementation 1 2 3 4

PUPIL SELECTION

16. Approved criteria followed 1 2 3 4

INSERVICE

17. For professional and paraprofessional 1 2 3 4

18. Rtsearch and demonstration information disseminated 1 2 3 4

EVALUATION/SUSTAINED EFFECTS

19. Plan 1 2 3 4

20. Procedures 1 2 3 4

21. Report 1 2 3 4

22. Project achievement 1 2 3 4

PAC/PARENTS

23. Properly eStablished and functioning DAC 1 2 3 4

24. Priverly established and functioning SAC 1 2 3 4

25. Distribution of legislation 1 2 3 4

26. Training .
1 2 3 4

27. Delegation of advisory responsibilities 1 2 3 4

28. Parents involvwnt in project planning/evaluation 1 2 3 4

29. Parents involvement in children's education 1 2 3 4

0,
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5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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Exhibit B-3a. (page 2 of 3)
-

Title I Monitoring Report, Conjhued ,LEA

Explanation of marking:

1. Appears to meet requirements
2. Does not appear to meet requirements

3. Improvement is recommended
4. Not observed
5. Not applicable

COMFLA1NT PROCEDURES

30. Written procedures and implementation 1 2 3 4 5

11114ENT
31 Cohtrol maintained by LEA 1 2 3 4 5

32. Utilization 1 2 3 4 5

33. Inventories 1 2 3 4 5

34. Disposition 1 2 3 4 5

35. Procedures for theft and loss 1 2 3 4 5

SCHOOL-WIDE PROJECTS

36. Implementation 1 2 3

PROGRAMS FOR NEGLECTED

37. Procedures for caseload verification 1 2 3 4 5

38. Projected expenditures 1 2 3 4 5

39. Provision for educational needs 1 2 3 4 5

PART II - TITLE I INSTRUCTIONAL REVIEW

Explanation of marking:

1. Appears to be appropriate 3. Improvement is recommended

. Does not appear to be appropriate 4. Not observed
5. Not applicable

DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

1. Instructional staff understand the diagnostic
tools and how to use them.

2. Measures are used to assess and monitor each
child's progress.

3. Individual student records are maintained and
utilized.

4. Prescriptive plans are developed and utilized for

each child.

5. The regular classroom and Title I teacher have
agreed upon the priority instructional needs of
each child,

6. There is evidence of regrouping for functional
level instruction.

INSTRUCTION

7. The program is guided by a comprehensive set of
instructional objectives which are related to
the diagnostic/evaluation instrument(s).

8. The program is individualized to accommodate specific
skill needs.

9. There are varied introductory and enrichment activities

10. Materials are cross-referenced to insure functional
level use.

11. Reading and/or Math skill development is correlated
on a systematic means with the regular classroom teacher

12. Instruction is positive and reinforced

13. Activities/opportunities are offered to build student

independence.

14. Activities are offered to.enhance positive self-concepts.

15. Equipment and materials needed to teach the prescribed
objectives are available and in good order

138 38

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. 2 3 4 5



Enhibit B -3a. (page 3 of 3)

Title I Monitoring Report, Continued LEA

Impianation of-marking:
1. Appears to be appropriate
2. Does not appear to be appropriate

3. Improvement is recommended
4. Not observed
5. Not applicable

INSTRUCTIONAL AREA

16. Instructional'area is clean. 1

17. Instructional area is neat and attractive. 1

18. Lighting is adequate. 1

19. Space is adequate. 1

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

20. The Title I Director coordinates staff development
with other instructional areas as appropriate. 1

21. Title I supervisory/administmative and instructional
staff meet periodically to enhance the Title I
instructional program. 1

22. Follow-up activities are planned to implement that
which has been gained through staff development. 1

COMMENTS (Optional)

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

NOTE: Please forward responses to the Regional Coordinator within 30 days.

State specific action(s) which will be (have been) taken to (a) improve

the status of itens marked 2 or 3 on the reporting scale, and (b) to

adopt a recommendation included In the comment section or in an attached

letter.

CC: Central File
Title I Director
DAC Chairman

Regional Coordinator
Compensatory Education



Exhibit B-3b. Monitoring Report (Wisconsin) (page 1 of 8)

A REPORT SUBMITTED TO

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF

ON THE

FINDINGS OF THE FY 1981 TITLE I PROJECT ON-SITE REVIEW

DATE OF REVIEW:

REVIEW CONDUCTED BY WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

STATE TITLE I OFFICE

TEAM MEMBERS:
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. TITLE 1 ESEA MONITORING REPORT

PROJECT #

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF

, FY 1981

DATE OF REVIEW:

Exhibit B-3b.(page 2 of 8)

SP.;TION I - COMPLIANCE REVIEW

This section provides a reviw, of frndings related to the district's compliance with

requirements of Title I Law. When Non-Compliance is indicated for a Requirement,

specific explanation will be given under Comment. An /X/ in front of NA acknowledges the

respective item is not applicable to the project. Additional information requests will

be identified under Comment and a check placed in the Decision Pending box. Corrective

Action is required for each identified Non-Compliance area within 30 days following the

receipt of this report. 5ection II (Page 5) of this report should be consulted to

determine what action is to be taken by the district to effect compliance.

41ILMMIll

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS LEA COMPLIANCE STATUS

1. Targeting Procedures
Comment:

..

/-7 Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

2. Eligibility of Children Being Served

Comment:
/ / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

17 Decision Pending

3. Services to Private School Children

Comment:
/ / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

4. Program Design and Implementation

Comment:
/7 Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

142



Section 1 - Compliance Review Conducfed:
. (Date) Exhibit 8-3b. (page 3 of 8)

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS LEA COMPLIANCE STATUS

5. Program Size, Scope, and Quality

Comment: / / Compliance

/7 Non-Compliance

/-7 NA

/77 Decision Pending

6. Project Evaluation Schema/Uses of Data

Comment: /7 Comp I iance

/7 Non-Comp I ance

/7 NA

/7 Dec s ion Pend i ng

7. Sustaining Gains
Comment:

/7Compliance

/77 Nom-Compliance

/77 NA

/ / Decision Pending

8. Classroom Teacher and School Board Participation

Comment:
/7 Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/77 NA

/7 Decision Pending

9. Information Dissemination
Comment:

/7Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

17. NA

/-7 Decision Pending

10. Parent Participation in Program Planning and Evaluation

Commentl
/7 Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pendina
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Section I - Compliance Review Conducted:
(Date)

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

Exhibit B-3b. (page 4 of 8)

LEA COMPLIANCE STATUS

11. Parent Involvement/Council Activities/Parent Training

Comment:
/ / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

12. Complaint Resolution Procedures
Comment: / / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/7 NA

/-7 Decision Pending

13. Funds Allocation
Comment:

17Compliance

/7Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

14. Accountability
Comment:

L7Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

15. Control of Funds/Title 1 Property

Comment:

/

.

/ / Compliance

177 Non-Compliance

/7 NA

17 Decision Pending

16. Construction/Rental of Facilities/Remodeling

Comment:
/ / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pendin6
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Section I.- Compliance Review Conducted:
(Date)

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

Exhibit B-3b. (page 5 of 8)

LEA COMPLIANCE STATUS

17. Staffing Patterns/Staff Certification
Comment:

. / / Compliance

/7 Non-Compliance

177 NA

/77 Decision Pending

18. Staff Development Program
Comment: /7Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/7 NA

/7 Decision Pending

19. Staff Assignments - Non-Instructional Duties
Comment: /7Compliance

/77 Non-Compliance

/7 NA

/ / Decision Pending

20. Services to Migratory Children
Comment: / / Compliance

r7 Non-Compliance

/77 NA

Decision Pending

21. Services to Neglected and Delinquent
Comment: / / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/ / NA

/ / Decision Pending

22. Congruency Between Application Content and Actual Operation

of Project
Comment:

.

.

145

/ / Compliance

/ / Non-Compliance

/7 NA

/ / Decision Pending
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Date of Review:

Exhibit 8-3b. (page 6 of 8)

TITLE I ESEA MONITORING REPORT

SECTION II - SEA REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTION

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Part One - Corrective Action

These statements indicate the dorrective Action required for each Non-Compliance area

identified in Section I. A letter of response indicating the action taken or.to be

taken by the district to ensure compliance is requested within thirty (30) days.

146
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Section II -.SEA Required Corrective Action,
Recommendations and Suggestions
Date of Review:

Part Two - Recommendations

Exhibit 8-3b. (page 7 of 8)

These Recommendations are presented in recognition of the joint responsibility

that is to be assumed by the State and Local Education Agencies to cooperatively

pursue continued project improvements which may have increased potential for

strengthening the impact that the Title I program can have. 171 meeting the reeds.of

educationally disadvantaged children.

Federal regulations require that the LEA notify the SEA of action taken or to be

taken in response to Recommendations related to Title I program improvement. The

district's response may outline a plan to examine the feasibility of the Recom-

mendations if study of a long-range nature is needed.

The Title i Supervisor will appreciate opportunities to discuss perceptions held

by district personnel related to the Recommendations via telephone, during the

application review and processing session, or during technical assistance visits

to the project site.

147
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Section 11 - SEA Required Corrective Action,
Recommendations and Suggestiona

Date of Review:

Part Three - Suggestions

Exhibit B-3b. (page 8 of 8)

These statements are provided in the spirit of professional sharing for consideration

by district representatives working closely with the Title I project.
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CF PHU; 1:.'S....i'.UoTtON

:ATEGCalCALLY FUNDED PROGRAM MOWTEING REPORT

PROGRAM IOENTiF;CATION Exhibit 13-3c. 'Monitoring Report (Washington) (page 1 of 5)

LEA .

..

---
FUND SOURCE

SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAM ELEMENT
.

nonpublic nesd edirnr1Or ACh001

CONTACT
PERSON

_

MONITOR In !I

i l i 1

ESD CO DIST BUILDING FUND
GEO
CODE DOLLARS ALLOCATED

SUE
CODE nn InX: 11.

PROGRAM EXCEPTIONS

01( ) 02 ( ) 03 ( ) 04 ( ) 05 ( ) 06 ( ) 07 ( ) 08 ( ) 09 ( ) 10 ( ) f

13( ) 14 ( ) 15 ( ) 16 ( ) 17 ( ) 18 ( ) ( 20 () ( ) 22 ( ) ) 24

25( ) 26 ( ) 27 ( ) 28 ( ) 29 ( ) 30 ( ) 31 ( ) 32 ( )

.21

3 ( ) .34 ( ) 13 ) 16

37( ) 38 ( ) 39 ( ) 40 ( ) 41 ( ) 42 ( ) 43 ( ) 44 ( ) 45 ( ) 46 ( ) 47 C ) 4M ( )

49( )7 50 ( ) 51 ( ) 52 ( ) 53 ( ) 54 ( ) 55 ( ) 56 ( ) 57 ( ) 58 ( ) 59 ( 60 (

61( ) 62 ( ) 63 ( ) 64 ( ) 65 ( ) 66 ( ) 67 ( ) 68 ( ) 69 ( ) 70 ( ) 71 ( ) 72 ( )

73( ) 74 ( ) 75 ( ) 76 ( ) 77 ( ) 78 ( ) 79 ( ) 80 ( ) 81 ( ) 82 ( ) 83 ( ) 84 (

85( ) 86 ( ) 87 ( ) 88 ( ) 89 ( ) 90 ( ) 91 ( ) 92 ( ) 93 ( ) 94 ( ) 95 ( ) 96 ( ;

-PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS / TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REQUESTS

NMO,

TA REQUESTS:

Fund Code: (1) Title l Regular (2) Title l Migrant (3) S etat Re ntmediiun
FT;711 Exception Code: (1) False (2) True (3) Not Applteahlt. (4) Not Ohservvd

149 Note: OFFICIAL PKINTOOT WILL BE SENT WITHIN 10 OAYF

149



Stii'F.RINENDENT OF PUBLiC C,FSTRUCTUMi

CATEGORtCALL1 FEND PROGRAM EGMTORING REPORT

.Exhibit B-3c . (page 2 of 59

'LEA:
.

.
.

CONTACT PERSON(s)

FLND CODE:

MONITOR:

,

SCHOOL BUILDING/DISTRICT REPORT:

r---,

..,

-,

tem PrKrarn Observations Technical Assis ance

- ts%

0 ,

FORM DISTRIBUTION: WHITE (SEA) CANARY (EVALUATION) PINK (LEA)
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1

VT:SIRICI WINE. NilitiMellIMMILL
DATE OF VISIT: 02/1B/BI
DISTRIO" cIZE CODE: F

Exhil,At 1373c. kpage 3 of 5)

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUSIIC INSTANGTION
U.IYISION OF GRANTS AND EAULTY.PROGRAMS

TITLE I REGULNR MONITORING SUMMARY PNGE NO: 1

DISTRICT LEVEL REPGRT

a

REPORT DfE: OAR
.

.

-- t-..

.

COUPTY-LISTRICT # 174116
-%

(NC FOLLOWItK E-CF.PTIONS WERE OBSERVED:

MAMACENENT PLAN

On!. Minenpment plan mission res:,.:F.ary inicwmaticn regardirg administration.

005. Management. plan missing o.,cessary infcrm,tion tegst.ding dissemination plan.

'P. HO EXCEPTION NOTED.

^

ui;, Need a55e7,oprit documentati,:n nr.r

ricTPTI011: MoiEO.

MO C; : LP r I .H KITED.

fk. NO EhCEPTT.!1:3

Of,f NO CXLEPTIONS NO1ED.

15.1

INVENTORY

HEEDS' ALASSrTENT

PFIVp*.TE,14oN-PPOFT1

TI:1.7 I NT61.0-T111 AHD OELINDUENT

IRCININC

011-1".MolION kE8.0.1N6 :0 IDENTIFiED IMILDkEN

MCNiTGR:.EPAIT
PUNT' COPE: 01

GEOGRoPHIC

152



I

,

1.

fr::0 121

1ISTRkCT NAME: .9-ipmn*mreiift.
!;ATE OF VISIT: 02/13,S1
hIStRILT SIZE cope: F

../.4 HO EXCEPTIQW3 MUTED.

t., to EXCEPTIONS NOTED.

po EXCEPTIONS NOTED,

1r33, A cc,p;.1JAnt r ,

.tt MU v.,.!..EFT1N1 NOM,.

'tft HO E,.,:EPfluM..., NOTE.D.

'ft NU EXCEPTIONS PCIIED,

Exhibit B-3e. (page 4 of 5

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

DIVISION OR.GRANTS AND EQUINY.PRdGRANS......

TIILE I kFGULAR NONIIORING SUMMARY *PAGE NO; 2

DISTRICT LEVEL REPORT.

-. .

REPORT DATE: MAP

COUNTY-DISTRICT 11 17406

INE FOL-DI116 E:tiCEPlIONS WEPE OBSERVED:

PPRT1CIFONI LIST

THPOEI AREA ,TIATI-zom

EVALUATION

1.117 H1:71ZUN'Y LC!UPCIL _INVOLVEMENT

not toa-n ICri. I
i bpd/c.r cw:en to 110:mbi,rs.

AkuNtml. IovoLvEnEril

TU 1Mformo.T1u11

NANMEMEMT

MONITOR; DRATI
FUND CODE: 61
-GEOGRAPHIC 041E.
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f,15T?ICT NAME; IMMIbiltillink
ATB or: VISIT; 0IO/f
DI:OPP T SIZE CODE; F

HONE

1_55

. _ Mibit B-3c. (pAgq_5-.Pf 5)

.3UPERIHTEHDEHT O PUtL1C 1HSTRUCTIOH
DIVISICH OF GRAH/S PHD EQUITY. PROGRAMS

TITtE .1 REGULAR MOtItTORIM SUMMARY PA4E MO1 3

.D1.5fRICT_LEYEL_REPORT

REPORT DATE; MAR

t7:4 COUMTY.DISTRICT 1747)6

11+E ,'LLLO(!ING aNELPTIOH$ WERE OBSERVED;

P!7flhRAM UPSFAVAlION(c)

ADMINISIRATION AND ofENINATII,N ,OMFOVLN1S OF THC
MANAGEMENI PL4N SHGULD INCLUP'. uf-EA1E1-:
A TIMELINE AND i-Bk9uNS FE:-F-ON,7.;PLE LI.L1 bE ADDEO
TO THE DISSEMINATION PLAN,

TELP,;IkA1L ASSISTAN(E REQUE':4<S)

M011110R. CRAil.
FUUD LOOF; 01

GEOGRAPHIC C.uDE;
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APPENDIX A

Sources of Information on Exemplary Materials

The following are addresses of state Chapter 1 offices that readers

can use to obtain more information regarding the materials presented in

this module.

Coordinator, Chapter 1
Alaska Dept. of Education
State Office Bldg., Pouch F
Juneau, AK 99811

Coordinator, Chapter 1
Arkansas Dept. of Educatiofi
Arch Ford Education Building
Little Rock, AR 72201

Supervisor, Chapter 1
Colorado Dept. of Education
201 E. Colfax Street
Denver, CO 80203

Chapter 1, Program Development
Delaware Dept. of Education
P. O. Box 1402
Dover, DE 19901

Director, Compensatory Education
Georgia Dept. of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta, GA 30334

Manager, Comp. Education Section
Illinois Dept. of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777

Cooriinator, State & Fedl. Pgms.
Kansas Dept. of Education
120 East 10th Street
Topeka, KS 66612

Director, Chapter 1 ECIA
Louisiana Dept. of Education

P. O. Box 44064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
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Coordinator, Chapter 1 ECIA
Michigan Dept. of Education
P. O. Box 3008
Lansing, MI 48909

Director, Chapter 1 ECIA
Minnesota Dept. of Education
550 Cedar Street, Room 807
St. Paul, MN 55101

Coordinator, Chapter 1 ECIA
New Jersey Dept. of Education
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08608

Dir., Div. of Fedl. Educ. Opp. Pgm.

New York Dept. of Education
Room 878 EUBA
Albany, NY 12234

Director, Compensatory Educ.
North Carolina Dept. of Pt dic Instr.

Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27602

Coordinator, Chapter 1 ECIA
Ohio Dept. of Education
933 High Street
Worthington, OH 43084

Chief, Compensatory Educ. Pgms.
Pennsylvania Dept. of Education
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17108

Director, Compensatory Education
Texis Education Agency
201 East llth Street
Austin, TX 78701
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Director, Chapter 1 ECIA
Utah Department of Education
250 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Assoc. Dir., Chapter 1 ECIA
Virginia Dept. of Education
Box 6Q
Richmond, VA 23216

Chapter 1 Supervisor
Washington Dept. of Education
Old Capitol Building
Olympia, WA 98504
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Director of Compensatory Education
West Virginia Dept. of Education
Capitol Comclex., Rm. 252, Bldg. 6

Charleston, WV 25304

Chapter 1 Administrator
Wisconsin Dept. of Education
125 South Webster Street
Madison, WI 53702
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